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 The structural and electronic properties of covalently and non-covalently 

functionalized graphene are investigated by means of first-principles density-functional-

theory. The electronic characteristics of non-covalently functionalized graphene by a 

planar covalent organic framework (COF) are investigated. The aromatic central 

molecule of the COF acts as an electron donor while the linker of the COF acts as an 

electron acceptor. The concerted interaction of donor acceptor promotes the formation of 

planar COF networks on graphene. The distinctive electronic properties of covalently 

functionalized fluorinated epitaxial graphene are attributed to the polar covalent C–F 

bond. The partial ionic character of the C–F bond results in the hyperconjugation of C–F 

σ-bonds with an sp2 network of graphene. The implications of resonant-orbital-induced 
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doping for the electronic and magnetic properties of fluorinated epitaxial graphene are 

discussed. 

Isolation of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) with specific chirality and 

diameters is critical. Water-soluble poly [(m- phenyleneethynylene)- alt- (p- 

phenyleneethynylene)], 3, is found to exhibit high selectivity in dispersing SWNT (6,5). 

The polymer’s ability to sort out SWNT (6,5) appears to be related to the carbon–carbon 

triple bond, whose free rotation allows a unique assembly. We have also demonstrated 

the important role of dispersion forces on the structural and electronic stability of parallel 

displaced and Y-shaped benzene dimer conformations. Long-range dispersive forces play 

a significant role in determining the relative stability of benzene dimer. The effective 

dispersion of SWNT depends on the helical pitch length associated with the 

conformations of linkages as well as π-π stacking configurations.  

We have revisited the constructing schemes for a large family of stable hollow 

boron fullerenes with 80 + 8n (n = 0,2,3,...) atoms. In contrast to the hollow pentagon 

boron fullerenes the stable structures constitute 12 filled pentagons and 12 additional 

hollow hexagons. Based on results from density-functional calculations, an empirical rule 

for filled pentagons is proposed along with a revised electron counting scheme. We have 

also studied the relative stability of various boron fullerene structures and structural and 

electronic properties of B80 bucky ball and boron nanotubes. Our results reveal that the 

energy order of fullerenes strongly depends on the exchange-correlation functional 

employed in the calculation. A systematic study elucidates the importance of 

incorporating dispersion forces to account for the intricate interplay of two and three 

centered bonding in boron nanostructures.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.0 Graphene 

Graphene is a single layer of carbon arranged in a hexagonal lattice 1-5 is being 

explored as a viable candidate for next-generation nanoscale electronics, optoelectronics, 

sensors, hydrogen storage, and photonics.1–5 The quantum Hall effect and extremely high 

electron mobility at room temperature are some of the unique characteristics of graphene. 

These unique characteristics make graphene a candidate for use in many different 

potential applications, including transistors, integrated circuits, and biosensors.4 The high 

carrier mobility suggests that this material may be a viable successor for copper 

interconnects in electronic device structures. To realize these technologies, it is necessary 

to understand and to control its extraordinary properties.1−5 

 

1.1 Functionalized Graphene 

The functionalization of graphene is a convenient method for enhancing 

graphene’s solubility and processability.6−9 The tailoring of graphene's structural and 

electrical properties is crucial for developing graphene-based electronic and photonic 

nanotechnologies. Varieties of methods have been developed to covalently10−15 and 

noncovalently functionalize graphene. For example, the high carrier mobility of graphene
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can be tuned and regulated by the covalent attachment of aryl groups by diazonium16 or 

azide reactions.17,18 On the other hand, graphene has been noncovalently functionalized 

using phthalocyanine19−24 and pyrene25 derivatives. These planar π-conjugated organic 

compounds have the capability to self-organize on graphene surfaces forming 

supramolecular systems via π−π interactions. Electron transfer upon photoexitation can 

effectively modify the electronic and photonic properties of graphene.23 

 

1.1.1 Non-Covalently Functionalized Graphene 

Recently, the noncovalent attachment of a covalent organic framework (COF) on 

single-layer graphene (SLG) has been reported.26,27 COFs are typically three- 

dimensional structures made up of covalently linked planar rigid organic subunits.28 The 

long-range ordered structures of COFs with high thermal stability lead to potential 

applications including gas separation, storage, and catalysis applications.29−34 Typically, 

COFs are insoluble powders from solvothermal reactions and can be grown on metal 

surfaces by sublimation of the associated planar units. The π-conjugated subunits of 

COFs possess suitable affinity with SLG and can be processed for ordered attachment. 

 

1.1.2 Covalently Functionalized Graphene 

Hydrogenated or fluorinated graphene are quasi two-dimensional lattices of 

carbon atoms ordered into a buckled honeycomb sub-lattice, in which each carbon atom 

is chemically bonded to either hydrogen or fluorine. For two-sided chemisorption, the 

adsorption pattern prefers a chair-like arrangement.14,35,36 
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The chemisorption of hydrogen and fluorine atoms results in modification of the 

chemical bonds of the underlying honeycomb lattice.37,38 The ensuing sp3 hybridization 

transforms the sp2 C-C partial double bonds into single bonds by the formation of 

additional single C-H or C-F bonds, respectively. The transformation changes locally the 

planar shape of graphene into an out-of-plane, nanoscale buckled geometry.39 

Experimentally, it has been shown that the hydrogenated graphene, referred to as 

graphane, can be synthesized from a pristine epitaxial graphene layer in the presence of 

atomic hydrogen.15 Similarly, functionalizing single layer graphene by fluorination leads 

to transition from metallic to semiconducting owing to the induced changes in 

hybridization as well.15,40 Experimental results also demonstrate the possibility of tuning 

the electronic transport properties of graphene mono-layers and multi-layers by 

functionalization with fluorine.41 The fully fluorinated graphene, referred to as 

fluorographene, is the building block of various novel materials and has increasingly 

opened up ample possibilities in two-dimensional electronic applications.42,43 

Grown on a SiC substrate, fluorinated epitaxial graphene (FEG) exhibits coherent 

transport properties that hold potential for novel carbon-based nanoelectronic 

intensively,9 a comprehensive study of the interplay between covalent and semi-ionic C-F 

bonds remains elusive. applications.44,45 While the two-sided fluorination of graphene has 

been investigated intensively,9 a comprehensive study of the interplay between covalent 

and semi-ionic C-F bonds remains elusive. 
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1.2 Carbon Nanotubes 

In 1991, the existence of carbon nanotubes was proposed by Iijima 46 who first 

imaged multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWNT).46 Two years later, Ijima and his 

coworker observed single walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs). Since then, the unique 

structure and property of carbon nanotubes have attracted researchers around the world. 

At that time, it was called “carbon fiber” which was based on its chemical component. 

After several decades’ research, with the excellent property and wide application, carbon 

nanotubes proved to be more than a fiber. Chemical structure of a carbon nanotube has 

some similarity to its allotropes: diamond, graphene and fullerene. The difference of 

these carbon materials relies on the hybridized structure of carbon atom. In the diamond 

structure, the carbon atom is sp3-hybridized and each carbon is bonded to four other 

carbon atoms, forming a crystalline structure.47 Due to this tetrahedral crystalline 

structure, diamond exhibits a great hardness and heat stability. For the structure of 

graphite, the carbon atoms are all sp2-hybridized on a planar sheet, resulting a huge 

hexagonal network. In this structure, each carbon atom is connected with three other 

carbon atoms. The electron can move freely on the delocalized π bond network, similar to 

graphite, the carbon atoms on carbon nanotube are also sp2-hybridized. The morphology 

of carbon nanotube can be viewed as a rolling graphite sheet (Figure1.1), capped with 

fullerene hemisphere. With a large aspect ratio (ratio of length to diameter) carbon 

nanotube is a perfect nano-wire in nano scale. 
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Figure 1.1. Graphene rolled to form carbon nanotubes. (a) multi-walled carbon nanotube, 

(b) single walled carbon nanotube. 

 

If the tube is formed by rolling up from a single layer of graphene, this tube is 

called single walled carbon nanotube (SWNT). If the tube is formed by rolling up from 

multiple layers of graphene, this tube is called multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWNT) 

(Figure 1.1). Single walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) has a small diameter around 1.0-1.5 

nm. Although the length of multi-walled carbon nanotube is similar to that of single 

walled carbon nanotube, multi-walled carbon nanotube has a much larger diameter, for 
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example, for a 30 coaxial tubes, the diameter of inner and outer tube is 5 and 100 nm, 

respectively. 

 

1.2.1 Classification of Single Walled Carbon Nanotubes 

Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) are among the most promising new 

materials in the focus of nanoscience and nanotechnology, as they exhibit superior 

mechanical48 and electrical properties. 49, 50 Because the structure of single walled carbon 

nanotube (SWNT) originates from a single graphene layer, each SWNT can be labeled 

according to the rolling vector of graphene lattice. The robust physical properties of 

individual SWNT are uniquely dependent on the chiral indices (n, m) which determine 

the tube’s diameters. 51 

 

1.3 Boron Nano Materials 

Since the discovery of C60 buckyball about twenty-five years ago, the fascinating 

properties and promising applications of the synthetic carbon allotropes fullerenes, 

nanotubes, and graphene overwhelmingly illustrate their unique scientific and 

technological importance.52,1 As boron and carbon share abundance of bonding 

similarities, 53-60 there has been a tremendous amount of interest in the search for 

nanostructured counterparts of carbon allotropes. Among the efforts to exploit hollow 

inorganic cage-like structures, the theoretical prediction of a highly   stable “magic” B80 

buckyball found by Szwacki, Sadrzadeh, and Yakobson 53 has received a great deal of 

attention. 11-20 The boron buckyball B80 is structurally analogous to the eminent C60, 
1 
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with 60 boron atoms placed at the corners of a truncated icosahedron that constitutes 12 

pentagons and 20 hexagons, along with extra 20 boron atoms in the center of each 

hexagon.53 The 20 capping atoms stabilize the cage of the identical icosahedral (Ih) 

symmetry as in the C60 buckyball. 

The novel chemical bonding pattern of B80 provides crucial insights into the 

nature of boron nanomaterials and has prompted considerable efforts in designing 

associated nanostructures such as endohedral complexes, 59 solids 60,61 and hydrogen 

storage media. 62 Inspired by the B80 buckyball configuration, construction rules for a 

family of stable boron fullerenes were proposed.63 Moreover, careful examination of the 

chemical bonding of the B80 buckyball with triangular and hexagonal motifs led to 

reevaluation of boron sheets and nanotubes composed of purely puckered triangular 

structures, revealing a more stable α-boron sheet (α-BS).55 

Although boron fullerenes have not yet been observed experimentally, the Ih-B80 

buckyball is, nevertheless, a prototype structure for boron nanomaterials owing to the 

pattern of capping atoms and the peculiar charge transfer. The electronic properties of the 

Ih-B80 buckyball closely resemble those of C60 in that each has a total of 240 electrons, 

and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is triply degenerate.54 

Notwithstanding these fascinating properties, the exact location of the capping atoms is a 

subject of debate. The exact location of the capping atom in the center of the empty 

hexagon has been investigated by various approaches. While various density-functional 

theory (DFT) calculations evoked a slightly puckered cage with tetrahedral (Th) 

symmetry 58 due to the requirement of the vibrational stability, recent studies using the 
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dispersion-corrected DFT 64 as well as the computationally intensive ab-initio 

calculations up to MP2 theory 65 reasserted the vibrational stability of the Ih–B80 

buckyball. The migration between the B6 (filled-pentagon) and B7 (filled-hexagon) units 

can lead to lower energy conformations than for the Ih–B80.
64,66,67 The migration of the 

capping atom from the center of a hexagon to the center of a pentagon yields a 

rearrangement of the charge transfer associated with the capping atoms; thereby tailoring 

the aromaticity or anti-aromaticity of the cage. 64,66-69 Furthermore, the inclusion of a B12 

cluster into a B68 cage leads to improved energy for a core-shell structured B80. 
68,69 

The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we discuss filled and empty 

orbital interactions in a planar covalent organic framework on graphene. In Chapter 3, we 

discuss resonant orbitals in fluorinated epitaxial graphene. In Chapter 4, we discuss 

highly selective dispersion of carbon nanotubes by using poly (phenyleneethynylene)-

guided supermolecular assembly. In Chapter 5 we discuss impact of π-π interaction mode 

polymer conformations and vinylene bond geometry on helical wrapping of carbon 

nanotubes. In Chapter 6, we discuss filled pentagons and electron counting rule for boron 

fullerenes. In Chapter 7, we study the dispersion-correction in the boron buckyball and 

nanotubes and in Chapter 8 is discussed the relative stability of boron fullerenes using a 

dispersion-corrected density functional approach.
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CHAPTER 2 

FILLED AND EMPTY ORBITAL INTERACTIONS IN A PLANAR COVALENT 

ORGANIC FRAMEWORK ON GRAPHENE 

 

2.0 Introduction 

Experimental work shows that 2,3,6,7,10,11 hexahydroxytriphenylene-1,4- 

henylenebis(boronic acid) (HHTP-PBBA) and Ni phthalocyanine-1,4- 

henylenebis(boronic acid) (NiPc- PBBA) grown on epitaxial graphene 30 lead to planar 

self-assembly of hexagonal and square lattices, respectively. The solution-phase-derived 

hybrids were found to be nonsoluble in general solvents. The integrated π-conjugated 

components in the supramolecular structures are appropriate for optoelectronic devices. 

The phthalocyanine and phenylene-derived COFs are macrocyclic compounds that are 

optically and electrically active. Phthalocyanine can form metal coordination complexes 

with nickel, which exhibits an intense blue-green color. Ni phthalocyanine hromospheres 

are active within the visible range. These hybrid materials have potentially improved 

spectral resolution and thus are promising candidates for organic photovoltaic 

devices.70,71 The modular construction and hierarchical assembly of π-conjugated COFs 

are amendable to rational incorporation into graphene-based nanomaterials.
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Experimental advances in the supramolecular self-assembly of covalent organic 

frame works (COFs) on graphene have motivated our study of the associated charge 

transfer at the interface between COF and graphene. Herein, we present a dispersion- 

corrected density functional theory (DFT) investigation of the structural and electronic 

properties of COF-functionalized single layer graphene (SLGs). Our results reveal that 

there is a substantial level hybridization in the supramolecular nanostructure. Graphene 

mediates a complementary donor-acceptor complex of the center molecule and linker. 

The hybridization-induced charge delocalization of electron-donating and -accepting 

components upholds a planar pattern of the COF on graphene. 

 

2.1 Method 

We have employed first-principles calculations based on dispersion-corrected 

DFT to describe interactions between the aromatic COF and graphene. 

Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) parametrization of exchange correlation was used with 

a double numerical (DN) basis set as implemented in DMol3.72 The general gradient 

approximation (GGA) results were subsequently rectified through the inclusion of a 

dispersion correction effect. Tkatchenko−Scheffler (TS) dispersion correction accounts 

for the relative variation in dispersion coefficients of differently bonded atoms by 

weighting values taken from the high-quality ab initio database with atomic volumes 

derived from partitioning the self-consistent electronic density. The TS scheme exploits 

the relationship between polarizability and volume. The optimization of the atomic 

position was performed with convergent forces of less than 0.01 eV/Å. The change in the 
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energy was less than 3 × 10−4 eV per unit cell. While the empirical corrected functional 

meets difficulties in describing the noncovalent interaction between aromatic rings and 

metals,73,74 the TS dispersion-corrected functional has been shown to be essential in 

correctly accounting for the van der Waals interactions between aromatic systems.75−77 It 

is known that the GGA functional underestimates the gap between the HOMO and 

LUMO for molecules.75 However, we are primarily concerned about the binding behavior 

of the COF on graphene. The dispersion corrected GGA provides an accurate description 

in this aspect.75,76 

 

2.2 Results and Discussion 

We considered two COFs on graphene; one is a boronate ester-linked COF 

referred to as HHTP-PBBA, and the other is NiPc-PBBA. As shown in Figure 2.1a and 

Figure 2.1b, the COFs are composed of central molecules, HHTP or NiPc, along with the 

linker molecule PBBA. To model the HHTP-PBBA and NiPc-PBBA COFs on graphene, 

we examined binding energies of the combined structures. A careful analysis indicated 

that 13 × 13 rhombus and 14 × 14 square graphene unit cells are the optimal 

commensurate unit cells for HHTP-PBBA and NiPc-PBBA, respectively. The HHTP 

central molecule has three functional sites to which the PBBA linker molecule can attach. 

The linker-attached HHTP forms a hexagonal-shaped network on graphene (see Figure 

2.1a). The interlayer distance between the SLG sheet and HHTP-PBBA COF is 3.08 Å. 

The length of one side of the hexagonal-shaped COF is 15.93 Å. As seen in Figure 2.1a, 

the central ring of the HHTP molecule pursues A−B stacking with respect to the 
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underlying graphene layer, whereas the three terminal bridging HHTP rings follow A−A 

stacking. The PBBA bridging rings shows parallel-displaced stacking relative to the 

underlying graphene. In contrast to HHTP, NiPc has four functional sites in which the 

PBBA linker molecule can attach. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Optimized ball-and-stick models of (a) HHTP-PBBA and (b) NiPc-PBBA 

planar COFs on graphene. Carbon atoms on graphene and on COFs are colored with 

green and purple, respectively. Hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, nickel, and boron atoms are 

colored in white, red, blue, light blue, and pink, respectively. 

 

The resultant planar COF is of a square shape (see Figure 2.1b). The layer 

distance between SLG and the NiPc-PBBA COF is 3.24 Å. The length of one side of the 
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square lattice is 14.32 Å. As seen in Figure 2.1b, the NiPc-PBBA bridging hexagonal 

rings shows an A−A stacking configuration, while the interior ring shows parallel-

displaced stacking relative to the underlying graphene. 

We show in the Figure 2.2 the calculated band structure of HHTP and HHTP-

COF on graphene in the left and right panels, respectively. As is typical to noncovalent 

functionalized graphene, there are two types of bands. One type of band refers to flat 

bands associated with HHTP or PBBA, and the other types of bands are dispersive ones 

that originated from graphene. In the absence of graphene, electrons in the HOMO and 

LUMO levels are localized. However, the interaction with graphene yields profound level 

hybridizations between the dispersed bands and the flat bands, which result in 

delocalization of the corresponding HOMO- and LUMO derived bands. As seen from 

Figure 2.2, the linear dispersion characteristic π and π* bands of graphene are near the K 

point. The HOMO- and LUMO-derived bands of the HHTP-PBBA COF are located at 

−1.44 and 1.44 eV, respectively. As seen from the insets of Figure 2.2, the charge density 

of the HOMO accumulates on the triphenylene molecule in the HHTP-PBBA, while the 

charge of the LUMO amasses on the PBBA linker. 

It is worth noting that in the absence of the PBBA linker, the HOMO-derived 

band of HTTP is closer to the Fermi level, while the LUMO-derived band is located far 

above the Fermi level. The latter implies that the HTTP serves as a charge donor to 

graphene. However, the inclusion of the PBBA linker leads to a donor-acceptor complex, 

which is mediated by the graphene layer. 
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Figure 2.2. Calculated band structures of HHTP and HHTP-PBBA on graphene in the left 

and right panels, respectively. The HOMO- and LUMO derived bands of HHTP are 

highlighted in red. (Inset) Extracted charge densities of the HOMO and LUMO of HHTP-

PBBA with an isovalue of 0.025 au. 

 

To better understand the level hybridization between the COF and graphene 

components, we depict in Figure 2.3 the charge density plots of near-gap states for 

HHTP-PBBA and NiPc-PBBA. HHTP-PBBA and NiPc-PBBA. As seen in Figure 2.3a, 

the level hybridization manifests itself through the modifications to the uniformly 

distributed charges of pristine graphene or localized charges on molecule components. 

Specifically, the unoccupied and occupied states show an attraction and repulsion of the 

charge density to the HHTP-PBBA COF, respectively. The attraction and repulsion of the 

local charge density are attributed to the filled and empty orbital interactions.  
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Figure 2.3. Extracted charge densities of the near-gap states of HHTP-PBBA on graphene 

at the band center. The isovalue is 0.025 au. 

 

Interestingly, for the patterned HHTP-PBBA COF, the HOMO- and LUMO 

derived bands are far away from the Fermi level, which are located 11 levels below and 

valence band minimum (VBM) and 11 levels above the conduction band minimum 

(CBM), respectively. It is worth noting that for isolated HHTP on graphene, a pair of 
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HHTPs resumes energetically favored patterns with the inter-HHTP distances, in 

agreement with the HHTP-PBBA hexagonal patterns. This implies that for the formation 

of the hexagonal HHTP-PBBA pattern, the PBBA linkers favor connecting the 

preordered HHTPs. The energy extracted for the HHTP-PBBA on graphene is 29.28 eV 

lower than that for the HHTP on graphene counterpart. As a result, the interactions 

between the filled orbital and empty orbital play an important role in forming the planar 

COF. These results strongly suggest that the graphene layer delocalizes electrons in the 

HOMO- and LUMO-derived bands of HHTP-PBBA. A synergistic interaction between 

the filled and empty orbitals manifests itself through concerted interaction between the 

HHTP aromatic central molecule and the PBBA linker. The enhanced orbital interactions 

between the filled and empty bands give rise to a planar COF network on graphene. 

These finding are corroborated by binding energy studies. Subsequently, the single-layer 

planar COF network on graphene allows for the ensuing vertical stacking of linkers and 

central molecules, leading to highly ordered layered supramolecular architectures. 

We show in Figure 2.3b the extracted charge densities for NiPc-PBBA COF. As 

is readily observable in Figure 2.3b, the uniformly distributed valence states (VBM and 

VB-1) are primarily characteristic of graphene. For the occupied states, HOMO-derived 

bands can be identified as VB-2 and VB-3 because the charges for those states are mainly 

confined at the NiPc components. Analogous to HHTP-PBBA, the NiPc-PBBA also 

leads to strong binding of 10.67 eV with the PBBA linker. In contrast, for the unoccupied 

states, the charges are confined primarily on the PBBA components of the COF. 
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Therefore, the formation of the square-shaped NiPc-PBBA planar conformation is 

attributed to the filled and empty orbital interactions as well. 

In summary, we have studied the electronic characteristics of HHTP-PBBA and 

NiPc-PBBA on graphene. The noncovalent attachment of these COFs preserves the sp2 

hybridization network of graphene. The planar COF networks self-assemble on graphene 

via the graphene-mediated complementary orbital interactions between the filled orbital 

of the center molecule and the empty orbital of the linker. The hybridization-induced 

charge delocalization of the charge donor and acceptor COF components results in a 

stable COF−graphene hybrid.
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CHAPTER 3 

RESONANT ORBITALS IN FLUORINATED EPITAXIAL GRAPHENE 

 

3.0 Introduction 

To facilitate a fundamental understanding of fluorinated epitaxial graphene 

(FEG), herein we investigate FEG using first-principles density functional calculations. 

In the absence of fluorination, two pristine graphene sheets interact with each other with 

weak van der Waals forces.40,78 However, unsaturated C sites in the fluorinated graphene 

sheet are reactive due to unpaired electrons. As a result, a graphene sheet can bind to 

fluorinated graphene sheet as semi-fluorinated bilayer epitaxial graphene (EG). We 

consider various conformations through a bilayer graphene with one-sided adsorption, 

which serves as a prototype for the fluorination on EG. Among possible conformations of 

the fluorinated graphene bilayer, we examine the relative stability of both bonded and 

non-bonded configurations. To this end, we have employed dispersion-corrected first-

principles density functional calculations.72 Previous results have shown that the maximal 

number of sp2 carbon atoms increases the stability of the corresponding structure.11,79 Our 

present results demonstrate that the orbital resonance arising from the hyperconjugation 

of the carbon sp2 orbital with the C–F σ* orbital is attributed to the further stability of the 

stirrup conformation of FEG. There are two energetically favored prototype 

conformations of 1,2-difluoroethane (H2FCCFH2). One is the gauche-conformation, in 
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which the fluorine atoms are staggered next to each other; the other is the anti-

conformation, in which the fluorine atoms are staggered on the opposite side to each 

other. The gauche interaction results in the overlap between two atoms whose dihedral 

angle is more than 01 (i.e., eclipsed), but less than 1201 (i.e., staggered). The gauche 

interaction obstructs the bond rotations and stabilizes the gauche-conformer. This 

phenomenon is referred to as the gauche effect.80 

 

3.1 Method 

The structural and electronic properties were investigated using first-principles 

density functional calculations. Our first-principles calculations are based on spin 

polarized dispersion corrected density functional theory with general gradient 

approximation (GGA) for exchange–correlation potential.81 We employed the dispersion 

correction with the GGA using the Tkatchenko–Scheffler (TS) scheme, which exploits 

the relationship between polarizability and volume.82 The TS dispersion correction 

accounts for the relative variation in dispersion coefficients of differently bonded atoms 

by weighing values taken from the high-quality first principles database with atomic 

volumes derived from partitioning the self-consistent electronic density.82 

A kinetic energy change of 3 × 10-4 eV in the orbital basis and appropriate 

Monkhorst–Pack k-point grids of 6 × 6 × 1 were sufficient to converge with the 

integration of the charge density.72 The optimization of the atomic positions proceeds 

until the change in energy is less than 1 × 10-5 eV per cell. A supercell with a vacuum 

space of 16 Å normal to the graphene plane was used. The incorporation of the dispersion 
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correction is considered to be important for accurately describing the interlayer van der 

Waals interactions. The employed scheme has been tested for various non-covalent 

functionalized graphene systems. 

The quasiparticle corrections to the DFT eigenvalues were evaluated using the 

G0W0 approximation. The electron self-energy, S, was calculated by summing up ring-

polarization diagrams to the lowest order in the screened Coulomb interaction, through a 

product of the one-electron Green’s function G0 and the dynamical screened Coulomb 

interaction W0. The DFT eigenvalues and eigenfunctions (using a 24 × 24 × 1 k-mesh 

and a 435 eV kinetic energy cut-off, along with a normconserving pseudo-potential of the 

Troullier–Martins type. We included 110 bands in the calculation. A 1.06 nm distance in 

the direction perpendicular to the fluorographene layer) were employed to evaluate the 

one-electron Green’s function G0. The screened Coulomb interaction was calculated 

within the RPA and the self-energy was evaluated by the plasmon-pole approximation. 

Based on quasielectron and quasihole states, the absorption spectrum was calculated by 

solving the Bethe–Salpeter equation as implemented in the YAMBO package.83 We used 

an efficient method to cut-off the long-range Coulomb interaction between the supercell 

replica in order to remove the Coulomb tail, along with a random integration method to 

improve the numerical stability. 
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3.2 Results and Discussion 

Orbital resonance is the primary cause of the gauche effect in difluoroethane.84,85 

The donation of electrons from the carbon–hydrogen s bonding orbital to the carbon–

fluorine σ* anti-bonding orbital is attributed to the stabilization of the gauche-isomer.  

Due to the difference in electronegativity, the C–H s orbital is a better electron donor than 

the C–F of fluorine counterpart. On the other hand, the C–F σ* orbital is a better electron 

acceptor than the C–H σ* orbital. The corresponding gauche-conformation promotes 

enhanced orbital overlap between the C–H s orbital (donor) and the C–F σ* orbital 

(acceptor). There is an increased p-orbital character of carbon–fluorine bonds due to the 

large electronegativity. 

A gauche conformation forms a bent bond that partially compensates the orbital 

overlap. The periodic counterpart of the gauche-conformation stands for the so-called 

stirrup conformation. 9,79 In the stirrup conformation, fluorine adsorption is along the 

zigzag direction. Fluorine adsorption results in adjacent zigzag chains moving up and 

down in an alternative manner. We show in Figure 3.1 the optimized structures of one-

sided FEG rec-stirrup, twist-boat, rec-chair, boat, stirrup, and chair conformations.8,86–90 

These patterns were identified to be the low energy configurations for hydrogenated EG 

in previous studies.79 The rec-chair and variants of chair, stirrup, and boat conformations 

have bonding between graphene layers. By contrast, the rec-stirrup, twist-boat, and AA-

stacked chair-II conformations have non-covalently bonded layers. The energy order of 

one-sided FEG conformations was examined. 
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Figure 3.1. Optimized structures of semi-fluorinated bilayer graphene. Carbon and 

fluorine atoms are colored in orange (top layer), green (bottom layer), and blue, 

respectively. 

 

Summarized in Table 3.1 are the calculated binding energy per atom (Eb) and the 

energy gap (Eg) for semi-FEG conformations. As seen from Table 3.1, rec-stirrup is 
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energetically favored over other structures. Among those structures in Table 3.1, rec-

stirrup, rec-chair, stirrup I, and stirrup II conformations show metallic behavior without 

an energy gap, whereas the boat, twist-boat, chair I, and chair II conformations show 

semiconducting behavior.  

 

Table 3.1. Calculated Binding Energy per Carbon Atom Eb, the Band Gap Eg, and the 

Cell Dimension a × b for Chair, Stirrup, Boat, and Twist-Boat Conformations and their 

Re-Constructed Counterparts of Semi-Fluorinated Bilayer Graphene 

 

Structure Eb (eV) Eg (eV) a × b (Å × Å) 

Rec-stirrup - 8.02 0 4.25 × 2.48 

Twist boat -7.98 0.013 4.98 × 4.37 

Rec-chair -7.96 0 4.33 × 2.53 

Boat I -7.94 2.011 4.29 × 2.53 

Boat II - 7.92 2.356 4.25 × 2.48 

Stirrup I - 7.90 0 4.27 × 2.53 

Stirrup II - 7.85 0 3.87 × 2.53 

Chair I - 7.83 2.521 4.36 × 2.52 

Chair II - 7.80 0 4.34 × 2.53 

 

Among the 9 configurations considered, rec-stirrup, twist-boat, rec-chair, and 

boat-I undergo planar shifts relative to the underlying graphene layer. Stirrup-I, stirrup-II, 

and chair-II are of A-A stacking in that the C atoms in the semi-fluorinated graphene is 
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on top of the C atoms. Chair-I is the two-layer variant of fluorinated counterpart of 

previously proposed ferromagnetic conformation of graphene.91 

The rec-stirrup and rec-chair have alternative sp2 and sp3 chain structures, which 

are preferable from the point of view of structural stability.17 To describe the electronic 

structure characteristics of low-energy conformations, we show in Figure 3.2 the 

calculated band structures for rec-stirrup, twist-boat, rec-chair, and boat conformations of 

semi-FEG. While the contribution from top and bottom layers to the electronic band 

structure is clearly distinguishable, the band structure of semi-fluorinated rec-stirrup has 

distinct characteristics compared to that of semi-hydrogenated rec-stirrup.79 To be 

specific, the crossing in the proximity of the Y–Γ direction is attributed to the graphene 

layer. On the other hand, the FEG displays a metallic behavior as a result of the π and π* 

bands overlap at A and Y, 0.6 eV below the Fermi level (highlighted by orange circles in 

Figure 3.2a). The lowering of the band crossing for FEG is in stark contrast to the 

hydrogenated EG, in which the crossing is at the Fermi level. 

In analogy, the rec-chair has the p and π* bands overlap in the point A of the 

reciprocal space, exactly at the Fermi level. There is another crossing point for bands at 

Y, where the overlapped π and π* bands cross about 0.4 eV below the Fermi level. The 

dispersion along A–Y is attributed to contributions from alternative sp2 and sp3 chains 

since the edge point Y corresponds to the zig-zag chain direction in real space.  
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Figure 3.2. Calculated band structures of (a) rec-stirrup, (b) twist-boat, (c) rec-chair, and 

(d) boat conformations of semi-fluorinated bilayer graphene. For rec-stirrup Y = (0, 

p/2b), Γ = (0, 0), B = (_p/2a, 0),where a=4.25 Å, b=2.48 Å. For twist-boat Y = (0, p/2b1), 

Γ = (0, 0), B = (p/2a1, 0), where a1 = 4.98 Å, b1 = 4.37 Å. For rec-chair Y = (0, p/2b2), Γ 

= (0, 0), B = (_p/2a2, 0),where a2 = 4.33 Å, b2 = 2.53 Å. For boat Y = (0, p/2b3), Γ = (0, 

0), B = (_p/2a3, 0), where a3 = 4.29 Å, b3 = 2.53 Å. The valence band maximum is set to 

be 0 eV. 

 

For hydrogenated EG, the linear sp2 chains are little disturbed by the nearly sp3 

chains in that semi-metallic behavior leads to crossing at the Fermi level at the Y point. 

In contrast, for FEG, the sp2 and sp3 chains undergo substantial overlap, leading to 

mutual doping along with the lowering of the crossing point.11,79 The twist-boat and boat 

conformations of semi-fluorinated bilayer graphene have qualitatively similar band 
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structures compared to its hydrogenated counterparts. Similar characteristics in band 

structures are due to the absence of sp2 chain configurations in those structures. 

Orbital resonance stands for the overlap of σ-bonds with a p network. 

Hyperconjugation leads to an extended molecular orbital that increases the stability of the 

system.92–94 The polar covalent C–F bond is the strongest single bond in organic 

chemistry. Confinement of the charge density around the fluorine leaves the carbon 

relatively electron poor, along with introducing ionic character into the bond through 

partial charges (Cδ+–Fδ-). Electron cloud is more likely to be on fluorine in the C–F bond 

in semi-fluorinated conformation. By contrast, the electron cloud of semi-hydrogenated 

conformation tends to be uniformly distributed around the C–H bond. In this regard, 

fluorinated rec-stirrup conformation with alternating sp2 and sp3 chains presents an 

interesting example of hyperconjugation in a periodic structure. 

As shown in Figure 3.3, the hyperconjugation is reminiscent of p-orbitals of sp2 

chains interacting with the C–F σ* orbitals of sp3 carbon chains. Hyperconjugation 

manifests the formation of a cross-linked path throughout the FEG. As seen in Figure 3.3, 

strong hybridization of carbon and fluorine orbitals leads to the cross-linked charge 

density distribution, which is in contrast to the charge confinement of sp2 chains in 

hydrogenated EG. These interconnected charge densities delocalize the electrons and 

result in a metallic conformation.  
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Figure 3.3. Extracted charge density for the stirrup conformation of semifluorinated 

bilayer graphene, for the conduction band minimum (CBM) and valence band maximum 

(VBM) in top and bottom panels, respectively. The isovalue of charge density is 0.05 a.u. 

 

The overlap of charge density is attributed to doping from fluorine to carbon. 

Band lowering with respect to the Fermi level along A–Y is directly correlated with the 

hybridization of carbon and fluorine, which signifies in both rec-stirrup and rec-chair 

conformations. An interesting question concerns the magnetic properties of FEG. It is 
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worth noting that the chair conformation of FEG has an intrinsic ferromagnetic behavior. 

However, the conformation is energetically less favorable as compared to other 

conformations, notably the rec-stirrup, twist-boat, and rec-chair configurations. 

The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of the density functional theory 

(DFT) is known to fail in describing electron-hole (e-h) and electron-electron (e-e) 

interactions. These interactions are responsible for the formation of excitons and the 

quasiparticle excitations. In this regard, the GW-Bethe–Salpeter equation (GW-BSE) 

approach represents one of the state-of-the art theories beyond DFT.83 While random 

phase approximation (RPA) can be equivalent to the results of the DFT level, GW-RPA 

Includes e-e interactions, and GW-BSE goes beyond RPA by including e-e and e-h 

interactions. 

The low energy excitations are dormant in the calculated spectra (Figure 3.4). The 

first RPA peak is located at 3.8 eV, which is markedly higher than the 3.1 eV for the two-

sided fluorographene counterpart. The next RPA peak is around 5.2 eV, which 

corresponds to the transition from the nearly valance band to the nearly flat conduction 

band, in the proximity of the band center. As seen from Figure 3.4, the e-e interactions 

lead to a substantial blue-shift. The first RPA peak at around 3.8 eV is shifted to 7.5 eV 

under GW-RPA. The inclusion of e-h interactions largely compensates the effect of e-e 

interactions. The onset value of the first major GW-BSE peak is around 3.8 eV. This 

result is in good conformity with the experimentally measured value of 3.8 eV.9   
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Figure 3.4. Calculated photo absorption spectra using RPA (green line), GW-RPA (red 

line), and GW-BSE (blue line) for semi-fluorinated epitaxial graphene. 

 

It is noteworthy that the inclusion of e-e and e-h interactions leads to notable 

enhancement of the second excitation at around 6.1 eV. The enhancement of the peak is 

reminiscent of the enhanced excitonic excitations in the two-sided fluorographene.9 For 

the other transitions, it is typically observable that GW-RPA provides blue-shifts of about 

1–3 eV, while the GW-BSE compensates the blue-shift with a smaller red shift. As a 

result, the GW-BSE results are close to the RPA ones. However, the excitonic feature 

around 6.1 eV is much weaker in the RPA spectra, indicating that the incorporation of e-h 

interactions is pivotal to the description of the excitation effect. To explore the ordered 
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ferromagnetic networks, we constructed the trigonal patterns on FEG (Figure 3.5), which 

corresponds to the experimentally observed network structure in hydrogenated 

graphene.11,79 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Calculated band structures for the trigonal conformation of semi-fluorinated 

graphene. Y = (0, p/2b), Γ = (0, 0), B = (_p/2a, 0), where a = 4.25 Å, b = 2.48 Å. For 

twist-boat Y = (0, p/2b1), Γ = (0, 0), B = (p/2a1, 0), where a1 = 4.98 Å, b1 = 4.37 Å. For 

rec-chair Y = (0, p/2b2), Γ = (0, 0), B = (_p/2a2, 0), where a2 = 4.33 Å, b2 = 2.53 Å. For 

boat Y = (0, p/2b3), Γ = (0, 0), B = (_p/2a3, 0), where a3 = 4.29 Å, b3 = 2.53 Å. The 

valence band maximum is set to 0 eV. Insets: side and perspective views of the spin 

density of the trigonal network. 

 

The extracted band structure shows that the network preserves the ferromagnetic 

feature, owing to the breaking of AB symmetry. However, in contrast to the 

semiconducting behavior in the trigonal patterns of hydrogenated graphene, for FEG the 

corresponding network is metallic. Orbital resonance leads doping from the patterned 
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network to the neighboring sp2 regions as well. As a result, the corresponding bands in 

hydrogenated EG shift downward, leading to the metallic behavior. An important 

ramification is that the magnetic states of FEG are more sensible to the adsorption 

patterns in connection with the orbital resonance. It is noteworthy that the spin density 

distribution has mixing of the spin components in contrast to the hydrogenated EG 

network.79 

In summary, we have investigated the structural and electronic characteristics of 

semi-fluorinated graphene conformations. While the relative stability of various patterns 

follows the same energy order as the corresponding hydrogenated graphene counterparts, 

the partial ionic character of the C–F bond results in the orbital resonance of C–F s-bonds 

with an sp2 network of graphene. Orbital resonance stabilizes the stirrup conformation via 

the gauche effect. Orbital resonance leads to additional delocalized electrons in the FEG. 

As a result, effective tailoring of electronic and ferromagnetic properties of FEG needs an 

improved understanding of the associated orbital resonance effect.
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CHAPTER 4 

HIGHLY SELECTIVE DISPERSION OF CARBON NANOTUBES BY USING POLY 

(PHENYLENEETHYNYLENE)-GUIDED SUPERMOLECULAR ASSEMBLY 

 

4.0 Introduction 

Unfortunately, single walled carbon nanotubes in the prepared sample are 

generally grown as a mixture of different SWNTs. In order to access SWNT of single 

(n,m ) chirality, a post-synthesis process becomes necessary to separate different SWNTs. 

Individualization of a specific chiral SWNT from their mixture remains a major 

challenge, due to their structural similarity between SWNT species.95 

SWNTs can be sorted on the basis of their diameters, where a sample of a narrow 

diameter range contains fewer (n, m) tubes. Thus far, the enrichment of small diameter 

nanotube, such as (6,5), can be achieved by using DNA, 96 densitygradient 

ultracentrifugation, 97,98 dextran-based size-exclusion gel, 99  and polymer.100–102 While 

polymers can be used to enrich SWNTs on the basis of tubes’ diameters 100 , 101  and 

electronic type, 100 , 103  the separation mechanism is unclear in most cases. Few studies 

have been reported in selective chirality sorting for (6,5) SWNT. Wei et al. described a 

multistep extraction to enrich (6,5) and (8,3) SWNTs using the surfactant of sodium 

dodecyl sulfate and sodium cholate. 104   
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As we mentioned earlier, isolation of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) 

with specific chirality and diameters is critical for achieving optimum performance of 

SWNTs in various applications. Recently a water-soluble π -conjugated polymer, 

poly[(m- phenyleneethynylene)- alt- (p- phenyleneethynylene)] (m PE p PE), 3 , as 

shown in Figure 4.1 is experimentally found to exhibit high selectivity in dispersing 

SWNT (6,5). 

 

Figure 4.1. Polymer structures of, poly[(mphenylenevinylene)-alt-(p- 

phenylenevinylene)] (P m PV p PV) 1 and poly(p- phenyleneethylene) (PPE) 2 , and 

synthesis of polymer poly[(m- phenyleneethynylene)-alt-(p- phenyleneethynylene)] (P m 

PE p PE) 3 . The inset illustrates the helical wrapping of 3 on an SWNT.105 
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The polymer’s ability to sort out SWNT (6,5) as shown in the Figure 4.2,105 2D 

photoluminescence (PL) map of SWNTs, appears to be related to the carbon-carbon triple 

bond, whose free rotation allows a unique assembly of chromophores in a helical 

conformation. 

 

 

Figure 4.2. 2D photoluminescence (PL) map of SWNTs, where each SWNT is indicated 

by its chiral indices (n,m). (a) Raw SWNTs were dispersed with sodium 

dodecylbenzenesulfonate (SDBS) surfactant in D2O. (b) SWNTs were dispersed by using 

P m PE p PE in D2O. Chiral indices (n,m) of each SWNTs are shown. (c) the P m PE p 

PE-dispersed sample was redispersed with SDBS to replace the polymer.105 

 

The intriguing selectivity of polymer 3 to SWNT (6,5), however, is not observed 

for the vinylene analogue polymer 1, showing that the carbon-carbon triple bond could 
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play a unique role in sorting out a specific SWNT. The observed selectivity from polymer 

3 could be attributed to a combination of the helical cavity size restrain and electronic 

interaction associated with the local chromophore arrangement. In order to shed light on 

the intriguing selectivity process, the polymer-SWNT interaction was investigated by 

using empirical force-field based molecular dynamics and dispersion-corrected density-

functional calculations. 

 

4.1 Method 

The SWNTs involved in the present study are constructed based on sp2 

hybridization model. In order to study intrinsic properties, the ends of the nanotube were 

passivated by hydrogen atoms, resulting in a neutral bond-saturated SWNT segment. The 

initial value of b = 0.142 nm was used. The geometric structures of the SWNTs were 

fully relaxed in the MD simulations. 

To facilitate an in-depth understanding of the electronic properties of methane 

intercalated graphene, herein we report on a theoretical study of the band structures based 

on a dispersion-corrected density-functional theory (DFT) approach. Our first-principles 

calculations are based on general gradient approximation (GGA) with the exchange 

correlation of Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) parametrization.81 We employed the 

dispersion correction using the Tkatchenko-Scheffler (TS) scheme, which exploits the 

relationship between polarizability and volume.81,82 

The TS dispersion correction takes into account the relative variation in 

dispersion coefficients of various atomic bonding by weighting values extracted from the 
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high-quality ab initio database with atomic volumes derived from partitioning of the self-

consistent electronic density.72, 82 A kinetic energy change of 3 × 10−4 eV in the orbital 

basis was sufficient to converge with the integration of the charge density.72 The 

optimization of the atomic positions proceeds until the change in energy is less than 1 × 

10−5 eV per cell. 

 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

The geometric structures of the SWNTs were fully relaxed in the MD simulations. 

A systematic evaluation of the available empirical force fields106 showed that the MM3 

and CHARMM force fields provide consistent results for both carbon nanotubes and 

polymer 3. The dynamic behavior of the polymer wrapping can be illustrated by tracking 

the energy optimization of the SWNT-Polymer 3 composite. Figure 4.3 illustrates the 

assembly process of polymer 3 wrapping on a (6,5) nanotube studied with MM3 force-

field based molecular mechanics. To accelerate the evolution, it is efficient to keep 

bringing the carbon nanotube closer to the backbone of polymer 3. The subsequent 

geometry optimization of the whole nanomolecule is found to be one to two orders of 

magnitude faster than the conventional simulated annealing, without the necessity of 

resorting to approximations involved in confinement approach.50  
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Figure 4.3. The frames generated from molecular mechanics optimization of polymer 3 

wrapping around a (6,5) nanotube using MM3 force-field-based model. 

 

Closer scrutiny of the local stable configurations displayed in Figure 4.3 reveals 

that the phenylenevinylene (PV) fragments are arranged either perpendicular or parallel 

to the SWNT surface in the assembly process to facilitate π-π interactions. The PE 

fragments, however, prefer a parallel arrangement after the optimization. In particular, 

the polymer forms a hexagonal shaped structure around the SWNT with a fixed distance 

between the nanotube surface and the polymer shell about twice the van der Waals (vdW) 

radius of a carbon atom.106 

We plot a representative case in Figure 4.4 the optimized structure of an armchair 

(6,6) tube wrapped with polymer 3 in aqueous solution. The water molecules are able to 

go through inside the tube but are excluded from the interface. The exclusion of water 

leads to an enhancement of the hydrophobic interaction, and thus is helpful for the 

polymer wrapping. However, our present modeling results indicate that there is little 

geometry change of the wrapped tube in aqueous solution. In particular, the interfacial 

distance between polymer 3 and the nanotube remains intact. A detailed molecular 
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dynamics simulation study confirmed that the polymer 3 readily wraps around the 

SWNTs (Figure 4.3). The helical conformation of 3 provides a natural helical cavity that 

hosts the SWNT of a suitable diameter for intimate orbital interaction (Figure 4.3). 

 

 

Figure 4.4. Top and side views of an armchair (6,6) tube wrapped with polymer 3 in 

aqueous solution. The calculation was performed using molecular mechanics simulation 

with MM3 force field. 

 

In an effort to understand the electronic properties in this selective process, we 

have performed first-principles calculations for three representative SWNTs wrapped 

with polymer 3. The calculation was based on dispersion-corrected density functional 

method using double numerical basis set. The computational demanding first-principles 

calculation provides important information on the electronic structure. The structures 

obtained from force-field based molecular mechanics calculations were further fully 

optimized using the dispersion-corrected density-functional method. 
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The characteristic features of the electronic structure of the polymer 3 interacting 

with SWNTs can be illustrated by considering polymer 3 on graphene. As illustrated by 

the electronic band structure in Figure 4.5. The electronic band structure retains the semi-

metallic feature of graphene, as the corresponding electronic density-of-states remains the 

characteristic linear behavior near the Fermi level. 

 

 

Figure 4.5. Calculated the band structure of polymer 3 on graphene, along with the 

charge density plots of the corresponding HOMO- and LUMO-derived bands of polymer 

3. Blue and yellow colors characterize the positive and negative components of the wave 

function, respectively. 

 

The effect of polymer 3 non-covalent functionalization is manifested in the 

presence of flat bands near the Fermi level, which are hybridized with the bands with 

dispersion that are attributed to the pristine graphene. In the absence of graphene, the 

highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 
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(LUMO) have charges confined at 1-4 benzene and the sulfonyl group of the side chain, 

respectively. 

The co-existence of electron donating and accepting components in polymer 3 

leads to enhanced interactions associated with the electronic charge transfer. In this 

regard, the existence of water soluble side chain plays a pivotal role in efficient 

dispersion. An emerging question arises as to what happens to polymer 2, which 

possesses the same terminal groups.  

As shown in Figure 4.6, the corresponding HOMO- and LUMO-derived bands 

have similar charge confinements for on 1-4 benzene and the sulfonyl group, 

respectively. However, the lack of charge confinement at meta-phenylene unit in polymer 

2 indicates that polymer 2 is capable of helical wrapping and enhanced sectional charge 

transfer. The calculated interaction between polymer 3 and graphene reveals that the PPE 

backbone acts as charge donor, while the side chain sulfonyl group acts as charge 

acceptor. 
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Figure 4.6. Charge density plots of HOMO- derived bands of polymers 2, 3, and 6 on 

graphene. The wave-function components are distinguished with blue and yellow colors, 

respectively. 

 

To examine the polymer’s affinity to different SWNTs, dispersion-corrected density-

functional theory was employed to gain further insight into the polymer-nanotube 

interaction mechanism. The helical conformation of polymer 3 provides a natural helical 

cavity that hosts the SWNT of a suitable diameter for intimate orbital interaction (Figure 

4.3 and Figure 4.7). 
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Figure 4.7. Extracted charge density of HOMO- and LUMO-derived bands of polymer 3 

helically wrapped on (6,5), (6,6), and (7,5) SWNTs, respectively. The pink and green 

colors represent the positive and negative components of the wave function, respectively. 

 

The binding energy was calculated from the first principles calculations for 

optimized composite and separate structures of nanotube and polymer 3 : 𝐸 =  
𝐸3

𝑆𝑊𝑁𝑇
−

 𝐸𝑆𝑊𝑁𝑇 − 𝐸3 where 
𝐸3

𝑆𝑊𝑁𝑇
 is the total energy of the composite, 𝐸𝑆𝑊𝑁𝑇 is the energy of the 

nanotube without polymer wrapping, and 𝐸3 is the energy of the polymer 3 without the 

nanotube. In other words, the binding energy can be calculated as the difference between 

the energy of optimized composite structure and the energy of separated nanotube and 

polymer 3. The result shows that the polymer-nanotube complex 3 /(6,5) has a binding 
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energy of − 2.989 eV, which is stronger than the nanotube complexes 3 /(6,6) and 3 /(7,5) 

(binding energies − 2.914 and − 2.974 eV respectively). 

The extracted charge density of HOMO-and LUMO-derived bands is shown in 

Figure 4.7, revealing the enhanced interaction between polymer 3 and (6.5) SWNT. The 

extracted binding energy for (6,5), (6,6), and (7,5) demonstrates that (i) the smaller 

diameter (6,5) is energetically preferred over the slightly larger semiconducting (7,5) tube 

(by 0.015 eV per phenyleneethynylene (PE) unit), and (ii) for metallic (6,6) and 

semiconducting (7,5) tubes with virtually the same diameter, the semiconducting tube is 

energetically preferred (by 0.060 eV per PE unit). These results support the experimental 

findings that the metallic tubes are deselected as compared to the semiconducting tubes, 

while the smaller semiconducting (6,5) tube is favored over other semiconducting tubes. 

The observed selectivity of semiconducting tubes over the metallic ones is 

attributed to the differences in the hybridization of HOMO and LUMO-derived bands of 

polymer 3 .107–109 As seen from Figure 4.6, the HOMO-derived band from 

semiconducting tubes displays much stronger hybridization than that from the metallic 

counterpart. On the other hand, for the LUMO-derived bands, (6,5) shows stronger 

hybridization than (7,5), which is attributed to a quantum registry effect in that the band 

gap of nanotube (6,5) matches better with the HOMO-LUMO gap of about 1 eV for 

polymer 3.107, 108 

In comparison with 3, the polymer 2 also forms the donor-acceptor complex 

resulting in enhanced interactions with graphene or carbon nanotubes.109 However, the 

charge density distributions reveals distinctive electron donating behavior between 
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polymers 2 and 3. Specifically, the charge density of the highest-occupied molecular 

orbitals (HOMO) is confined at the 1-4 benzene rings of polymer 3 , in sharp contrast to 

the uniformly distributed electron donating contributions in polymer 2 Figures 4.6. 

Polymer 3 thus exhibits a distinct advantage in selective dispersion of SWNTs, because 

the presence of meta -phenylene unit provides not only a desirable bent angle for the 

flexible helical wrapping, but also a segmented charge transfer for ensuing donor-

acceptor interactions. 

In conclusion, a water soluble polymer P m PE p PE has been synthesized, in 

which the meta- phenylene unit introduces a bent angle along the polymer backbone to 

facilitate the helical conformation. In aqueous, the polymer is found to disperse SWNTs 

with good selectivity toward the (6,5) and some selectivity toward (8,3) SWNTs (see 

Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.7), which have the small diameters (d = 0.757 and 0.782 nm, 

respectively). The intriguing selectivity is partly due to the helical conformation of 

polymer backbone, whose cavity size could act as pre-sort mechanism to select the tubes 

of small diameters (Figure 4.5). The SWNTs of similar diameters are further 

differentiated by interaction with the local phenyleneethynylene (PE) chromophores, 

whose assembly is guided by the helical conformation and assisted by the low rotational 

barrier of C≡C bonds. Selective dispersion of small diameter (6,5) SWNT illustrates that 

the synergistic effect of the quantum registry and the helical conformation cavity can be 

an effective tool to aid the SWNTs sorting. Clearly, the P m PE p PE 3 is superior to its 

vinylene analogue polymer 1 in terms of selective SWNT dispersion,110 as the 

paraphenylenevinylene unit in polymer 1 does not align parallel to SWNT surface for π –
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π interaction. Integration of a size control mechanism (via polymer conformation here) 

with a suitable molecular interaction, therefore, could offer a promising strategy to 

achieve the isolation of a specific SWNT.
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CHAPTER 5 

IMPACT OF Π-Π INTERACTION MODE POLYMER CONFORMATIONS 

AND VINYLENE BOND GEOMETRY ON HELICAL WRAPPING OF CARBON 

NANOTUBES 

 

5.0 Introduction 

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) represent an intriguing class of materials currently 

being utilized for the exploration of nanostructured composites as well as applications in 

nanoerlectronics.111,112 Undoped single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) ae unique 

among solid-state materials because of their unmatched characteristics arising from both 

metallic and semiconducting SWNTs.113 However, as-synthesized samples inevitably 

yield mixed bundles of metallic and semiconducting tubes.114, 115 It is necessary to 

develop proper dispersion methods to obtain pure SWCNTs for fabrication of 

nanoelectronic devices. The solubilization of SWCNTs can be achieved via covalent 

sidewall functionalization, which involves the destruction of C-C bonds on tubes and 

may lead to deterioration of both mechanical and electronic properties.114 On the other 

hand, non-covalent supramolecular modifications involve polymer wrapping on the 

surfaces of SWCNTs, preserving desired properties. 114 Chiral-selective reactivity and 

redox chemistry of CNTs are promising methods for the development of techniques that 

isolate CNTs into pure samples of a single electronic type and promote reversible doping 
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of CNTs for electronic applications. 96,108,116-119 Since π-conjugated polymer wrapping 

around the nanotube provides a useful means for individualizations, an in-depth 

understanding the π-π interaction between conjugated polymers and the nanotube is of 

great importance in nanoelectronic applications. Noncovalent attractive π-π interactions 

between the π–electrons of unsaturated organic systems play a key role in many aspects 

of modern chemistry, materials science, and biochemistry. 111,112 When these interactions 

occur between parallel oriented π–systems, the term “π-π stacking” is typically used. The 

simplest prototype system with π-π stacking is the benzene dimer, and thus considerable 

attention has been dedicated to exploring the structural and electronic properties as a 

preliminary investigation. 

As a soluble π-conjugated polymer, poly[(m-phenylenevinylene)-alt-(p-

phenylenevinylene)] (PmPV) is a prototype polymer for dispersing SWCNTs. 110,120-132 

Several experimental studies of wrapping SWCNTs with PmPV derivatives have been 

reported, which show selective interactions with SWNTs by diameter and chirality.114, 129 

However, the nature of this selectivity due to the non-covalent interaction between PmPV 

and SWCNTs is not fully understood. 114 To understand interfacial chemistry and the 

dispersion mechanism, we have employed force- field-based molecular dynamics (MD) 

and first-principles density-functional calculations to study the optimum geometry and 

electronic interaction between a pair of benzene molecules, which is essential in PmPV 

wrapped SWNTs. Force-field-based MD was used to investigate the wrapping process 

and the binding properties, and first-principles calculations were employed to determine 

the electronic structure. 
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Our results demonstrate that the semi-rigid π-conjugated polymer backbone is 

flexible enough to adjust its conformation during successive helical wrapping. The 

helical-wrapping induced effective dispersion is critical for enabling the development of 

nanodevices with optimized properties, and developing multifunctional nanocomposites 

capable of bearing structural loads and functioning as sensors. 

 

5.1 Method 

All our calculations have been performed using the Gaussian 03, 133 Materials 

Studio 5.5, 72 and TeraChem 1.0 134,135 packages. The structures of isolated benzene 

monomers and various geometrical conformations of the benzene dimers were optimized 

using B3LYP method 136,137 with 6-311G and 6-311++G basis sets, second order Møller–

Plesset perturbation (MP2) 138 with 6-31G(d,p) polarized valence basis set or aug-cc-

pVDZ  polarized valence basis set with augmented diffuse functions. The energy 

minimum for all optimized structures was confirmed from vibrational frequency analysis. 

All geometry optimizations and single-point calculations utilized the frozen core 

approximation. The conformations were optimized at the MP2/6-31G(d,p) level that were 

subsequently used for the calculations of dimmers interaction energies. The single-point 

energy calculations, including calculations of the interaction energies for all dimmers, 

have been performed in the framework MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ approach. Basis set 

superposition error (BSSE) correction has been taken in to account by the counterpoise 

method (CP). Moreover, three-body electron correlations, described by triple excitations 

relative to the reference configuration, are also significant. Hence, coupled-cluster 
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computations with perturbative triples [CCSD(T)] have also been performed and 

combined with the Hartree-Fock and MP2- R12/A values to estimate complete basis 

CCSD(T) binding energies for benzene dimer, which should be accurate to a few tenths 

of a kilocalorie per mole. In addition, calculations were performed within DMol3 

approach72 with triple numerical polarized (TNP) basis functions and empirical 

dispersion corrected density-functional approaches. 

The structure and electronic properties of different conformations were 

investigated using dispersion-corrected first-principles density-functional theory 

calculations. 132,139,140,141 We used the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) parameterization 

of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA). The generalized-gradient-

approximation (GGA) results were subsequently rectified through the inclusion of 

dispersion correction. 110,129 Tkatchenko-Scheffler (TS) dispersion correction accounts for 

the relative variation in dispersion coefficients of differently bonded atoms by weighting 

values taken from the high-quality ab-initio database with atomic volumes derived from 

partitioning the self-consistent electronic density. The TS scheme exploits the 

relationship between polarizability and volume. The inclusion of dispersion-correction is 

essential to describe the non-covalent interactions between PmPV and SWNTs correctly. 

A kinetic energy cutoff of 280 eV in the plane-wave basis and a kinetic energy 

tolerance less than 3×10-4 eV in the orbital basis, and appropriate Monchorst-Pack k -

points (1×1×10) were sufficient to converge the grid integration of the charge density. 

The initial search for stable structures was carried out through force-field based 

molecular dynamics.142 The resultant structures were further optimized through first-
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principles calculations with forces less than 0.01 eV/Å with plane wave basis. We used 

force-field based molecular dynamics for geometry optimization. Geometry optimization 

calculations were employed using conjugated gradient. 

 

5.2 Results and Discussion 

We have investigated the structures of the benzene dimer using different level of 

the theory, including accurate MP2 method with extended basis set and less expensive 

dispersion-corrected first-principles density-functional calculations.132, 142 We have used 

the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) parameterization of the generalized gradient 

approximation (GGA) double numerical (DN) basis set. For geometry optimization, the 

starting geometries of the dimer were built up taking into account the well-known 

sandwich S (D6h), parallel displaced PD (C2h), T-shaped (C2v), and Y-shaped (C2v) 

structures (see Figure 5.1 top panel). After initial optimization, the imposed symmetry 

constraint was released. Coupled with intensive simulated annealing, three low-energy 

structures PD-A (C1), PD-B (C1), and Y-displaced YD (C1) were obtained (Figure 5. 2). 

We show in Figure 5. 1 the optimized structures of a benzene pair. In the simple 

model of aromatic π-π interactions, two interacting benzene rings can be aligned in 

parallel displaced, P (Figure 5.1b) or perpendicular geometry (edge-to-surface 

interaction). As seen from Figure 5.1, in the conformation S and PD, the planes of the 

two benzene rings are virtually parallel to each other while one of the rings in structure 

PD is displaced in the ortho direction.  
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Figure 5.1. (Top panel) Optimized structure of sandwich S (D6h), parallel displaced PD 

(C2h), T (C2v) and Y-shaped Y (C2v) structures along with the charge density of each 

shape for highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular 

orbital (LUMO). (Bottom panel) Optimized structures of T-shaped (a), Y-shaped(c), 

parallel-displaced (b) benzene pair and a phenylene (of PmPV) on SWNT (d). 
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Figure 5.2. Optimized structures and charge density plots of lowest energy conformations 

(parallel displaced (ortho direction) PD-A, parallel displaced (meta direction) PD-B and 

Y-shaped). 

 

The parallel arrangement of the electronic charges favors the π-π stacking 

interaction between the benzene monomers. The same is true for PD-A and PD-B as well 

(see Figure 5.2), which can be obtained from S by in-plane shifting of one of the 

monomers in two different directions, followed by a small rotation of the displaced 

benzene ring. The difference between these two conformations is that one of the benzene 

monomers in PD-A and PD-B is displaced along ortho and meta directions, respectively. 

The edge-to-surface interaction can be further classified into the T-shaped (Figure 5.1a) 

or Y-shaped conformations (Figure 5.1c). In T-shaped structure, a hydrogen atom on a 

benzene ring is pointing towards the center of another ring. In the Y-shaped 
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conformation, two of the hydrogen atoms on a benzene ring are pointing to the two 

carbon atoms of another ring. 

Recent studies in π-π interactions of aromatic liquids reveal that benzene-benzene 

interaction geometry depends on separation distance.143-145 At small molecular 

separations (< 5 Å) there is a preference for parallel π-π contacts (P-shaped) in which the 

molecules are offset to mimic the interlayer structure of graphite. At larger separations 

(>5 Å) the adjacent aromatic rings are predominantly perpendicular (Y-shaped), with two 

H atoms per molecule directed toward the acceptors π- orbitals. It is worth noting that so-

called anti-hydrogen-bond configuration (T-shaped), which was proposed theoretically as 

the global minimum for the benzene dimer, occurs only as a saddle point in the 

experimental study. 143-145 Quantum chemistry calculation results suggest that the off-

centered parallel displaced, and T-shaped structures are nearly degenerated.146-150 

Molecular dynamic studies confirm that off-centered parallel-displaced or T-shaped 

structures are favorable depending on the magnitude of the partial charges used in the 

electrostatic model.151 Small charges stabilize parallel displaced geometries while the 

large partial charges favor T-shaped structures.151 

Illustrated in Figure 5.3 are extracted energies from various levels of theory. 

Initially, we have performed geometry optimizations for the ground states of the 

conformers using Hartree-Fock method (HF) with the basis set 6-311++G. The finding 

confirms that HF underestimate the π-π stacking interaction. The analysis of the results 

obtained at MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ+BSSEC39 level show that the most stable conformations 
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are non-symmetrical parallel displaced structure PD-A, and PD-B. The interaction 

energies for these dimers are -4.3, and -4.2 kcal/mol, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 5.3. Interaction energies of sandwich (S), parallel displaced(PD), T-shaped(T), Y-

shaped(Y), Parallel Displaced (ortho direction) (PD-A), parallel displaced (meta 

direction) PD-B and Y-displaced (YD) structures with MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ, 

PBE/TNP+DC, MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ+BSSEC, MP2/6-31G(d,p), PBE/TNP, HF/6-

31G(d,p) and HF/aug-cc-PVDZ methods. 

 

Slightly higher in energy is the parallel displaced structure PD, with interaction 

energy of -3.9 kcal/mol. The T-shaped and Y-shaped structures are almost isoenergetic (-

3.1, -3.4 kcal/mol) with the YD structure (-3.3 kcal/mol) and significantly higher in 
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energy than PD conformations. The perfectly stacked structure S is much less stable, with 

an interaction energy of -2.9 kcal/ mol. The analysis of the obtained result shows that the 

relative energies of these 7 configurations are similar, indicating a very flat potential 

energy surface. The lowest energy structures are PD-A and PD-B. The S configuration is 

the least favorable of the seven geometries examined. It is remarkable to see from Figure 

5.3 that computationally much less expensive PBE/TNP method with dispersion 

correction show results qualitatively similar to that obtained using time-consuming 

MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ+BSSEC approach. Closer scrutiny of the locally stable 

configurations displays in Figure 5.1d reveal that the phenylene fragments are arranged 

either perpendicularly or parallel to the SWNT surface. Parallel or perpendicular 

assembly facilitates the π-π interactions. As seen from Figure 5.1d, the meta-linked 

benzene ring tends to adopt T-shaped or its slanted variant. The para-linked benzene ring 

can adopt either P- or Y-shaped configurations, depending on the chirality of the 

nanotube, as well as the wrapping pattern. Specifically, the stereoisomers, cis and trans, 

play an important role in the wrapping pattern and also contribute to the availability of T-

shaped, P-shaped or Y-shaped configurations in the hybrid. 

Experimental results indicate that the benzene rings in cis-PmPV prefer 

perpendicular orientations to the SWNTs, as predicted from the extended π-conjugation 

along the polymer chain.152 It is assumed that the meta-linked phenylene ring adopts the 

perpendicular orientation (to SWNT surface), as the bent angle at the meta-phenylene 

provides necessary curvature to wrap SWNT. Benzene rings that are connected at their 

'para' positions (i.e. para-phenylene), however, can adopt either perpendicular or parallel 
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orientation to SWNT surface. The ratio of para-phenylene in perpendicular and parallel 

orientation is dependent on the local polymer-SWNT interaction.  The cis- and trans-

vinylene bond geometry may also affect the ratio of perpendicular and parallel orientation 

of para-phenylene. Repeating unit of trans- and cis-vinylene stereoisomers of a PmPV 

are shown in Figure 5.4 right panel. 

 

 

Figure 5.4. Left panel: Optimized structures of wrapped cis-PmPV (trans: cis ratio 1:2; 

left panel top figure), cis-PmPV (trans: cis ratio 2:4), and trans-PmPV around SWCNT 

(left panel bottom figure). Right panel: cis and trans monomers of PmPV. 

 

In the trans isomer, two benzene rings are in the same plane. Two benzene rings 

in the cis isomer, however, are rotated away from each other by 30o angle, due to the 
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steric hindrance. In other words, the two phenylene rings in the cis isomer are forced to 

rotate away significantly from the co-planarity. The dihedral angle between the two 

phenylene planes remains unchanged after wrapping around the SWNTs (Figure 5.4 left 

panel). In one aspect, polymer chain rigidity, as a consequence of the extended π-

conjugation, prevents the parallel positioning of the benzene rings. 

We have investigated two types of polymer chains according to their 

concentration of cis and trans isomers linkages by considering two monomer units shown 

in Figure 5.4. The polymer chain, referred to as cis-PmPV, has a 1:2 ratios between trans 

and cis monomer units. The polymer chain, referred to as trans-PmPV, has a trans 

configuration throughout the polymer chain. Furthermore, we have examined 

configurations with different trans and cis units for cis-PmPV, specifically 1:2 and 2:4 

ratios, to assess the stability of the nanohybrids. The self-assembled polymer chains, 

which are wrapped helically around the nanotube, result in a very short pitch for cis-

PmPV (Figure 5.4 top). 

In other words, cis-PmPV is wrapping SWNT more tightly than trans-PmPV. The 

shorter the pitch of the polymer wrapped around SWCNTs, the more efficient is the 

dispersion. Our calculation results indicate that trans-PmPV (Figure 5.4 bottom) has a 2.5 

nm pitch, in good agreement with experimental observations.152 On the other hand, we 

have found that cis-PmPV has a 1.5 nm pitch length. The difference in pitch length is in 

agreement with experimental findings that the trans:cis isomer ratio 1:2 yields stronger 

interactions between the polymer and the tube.  The wrapping pattern is rigid in cis-

PmPV due to the fixed angle between the two benzene rings in the monomer unit.   
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In general, the wrapped structure assumes an n-fold polygonal shape where the 

number of polymer units wrapped around the nanotube is related to the tube diameter and 

the side-chain length. The trans-PmPV isomer prefers the SWNTs with large diameters 

because larger tubes have bigger contact area. Hence, the trans-PmPV isomer with higher 

chain rigidity shows better selectivity in comparison to the more flexible cis-PmPV 

wrapping. Therefore, the orientation order plays a nonessential role in the selectivity of 

the SWNTs. The PmPV conformation as shown in Figure 5.4 has 13 and 14 meta and 

para linkages, respectively. It was observed that para linkages prefer to be parallel to the 

surface of the tube while the meta linkages are slanted to the surface of the nanotube. 

Side chains play a significant role in the wrapping of PmPV along the SWCNT, for 

connectivity in between the side chains affects the bonding to the polymer chain. Side 

chains with donor-acceptor interactions lead to the successful selectivity of SWCNTs. 

There is a great chance for para-linked benzene rings to adopt Y-shaped over P-shaped 

configurations after wrapping around SWCNTs, following the behavior of pairs of 

aromatic rings. The side chains are attached to the para-linked benzene rings in their meta 

and ortho positions. The interactions of side chains limited the rotations of the para-

linked benzene rings in the trans-PmPV polymer and thus lower the available Y-shaped 

configurations. 

In Figure 5.5, we present the calculated electronic band structure for cis-PmPV, 

interacting with metallic (8,8) and semiconducting (14,0) SWCNTs, respectively.  

The charge density plots indicate that the charges are localized in the polymer chain of 

the cis-PmPV/(8,8)-SWCNT hybrid. This observation is supported by the degree of 
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dispersion in the HOMO-derived band (highlighted red arrows in Figure 5.5). For the cis-

PmPV/(14,0)-SWCNT hybrid, charge densities are predominantly concentrated on the 

tube. 

 

 

Figure 5.5. Top panel: charge density plots of cis-PmPV around the metallic (8,8) and 

semiconducting (14,0) SWCNTs. Bottom panel: Calculated electronic band structure for 

cis-PmPV, with metallic (8,8) and semiconducting (14,0) SWCNTs. 

 

These findings indicate that the cis-PmPV polymer primarily shows a preference 

for metallic tubes. The hypothesis is also supported by the calculated binding energies 

shown in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1. Calculated Binding Energy Differences in eV with Respect to the Lowest 

Energy Conformation by Using LDA (ELDA) and GGA (EGGA) Parametrization, Energy 

Gap Between HOMO and LUMO (Eg), Length of the SWCNT (L) and Diameter of the 

SWCNT (d). (Dash (-) Represents the Lowest Energy Conformation in Each Calculation) 

 

 

Another important aspect of this study is to clarify the relative stability of T-

shape, slanted T-shape, or parallel dispersed benzene dimer configurations. For this 

reason, we have studied three different conformations of trans-PmPV polymer wrapped 

SWCNTs. These conformations include all-vertical-T (the polymer conformation with all 

of the benzene rings are vertical to the SWCNT surface), conformation with half of the  

benzene rings are vertical to the SWCNT surface), and the parallel-P(the polymer 

(the polymer conformation with all the benzene rings are parallel to the SWCNT) 

conformations. 

Summarized in Table 5.1 are the calculated diameters, along with the band gap 

values for various conformations of the π-conjugated trans-PmPV polymer chains 

Structure ELDA (eV) EGGA (eV) Eg L (Å) d (Å) 

H-trans (8,8) - 0.63 0 12.3 3.4 – 3.9 

P-trans (8,8) 1.07 - 0 12.3 3.3 – 3.7 

H-trans (8,8) 3.32 5.85 0 12.3 3.8 – 5.4 

H-trans (14,0) - 0.18 0.75 12.8 3.3 – 3.7 

P-trans (14,0) 0.37 - 0.75 12.8 3.2 – 3.5 

H-trans (14,0) 3.35 4.96 0.76 12.8 3.6 – 5.1 

cis (8,8) - - 0 6.6 3.0 – 6.3 

cis (14,0) 1.22 4.64 0.75 6.9 2.9 – 6.0 
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interacting with the SWCNTs. The total energy order for each structure conforms to 

force-field-based MD calculation results. We compared the pitch of the helically wrapped 

polymer chains and the van der Waal distances between the polymer and the nanotube. 

We also show in Table 5.1 the binding energies of the different conformation with 

respect to the corresponding lowest energy conformation for each tube. As seen from 

Table 5.1, the relative stability of half (H) and all-vertical (T) conformations depends on 

the calculation methods. 

Specifically, with the use of GGA exchange-correlation, the parallel 

conformations are preferred. By contrast, with the use of LDA as the exchange-

correlation then the half-vertical conformations are preferred. The polymer conformation 

with all the benzene rings perpendicular to the SWCNT (T-trans) is not a low energy 

conformation. Calculations reveal the all vertical is not preferred, although it is more 

tightly wrapped around. The smaller helical pitch of cis-PmPV is nearly half that of the 

trans-PmPV conformation. The tight wrapping pattern is in agreement with the 

experimentally observed high dispersion of the tubes onto the polymer.  

Band structure of cis-PmPV polymer wrapped metallic-SWCNTs contains both 

dispersed bands and flat bands (Figure 5.5). Flat bands originate from the PmPV and 

dispersed bands originate from SWCNTs. Valence bands are affected due to the 

hybridization of SWCNTs bands with the trans-PmPV polymer flat bands, which allow 

for the observation of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)-derived bands. 

These findings imply that the PmPV polymer acts primarily as an electron donor to 

SWCNTs. We have plotted the charge density together with band structures and found 
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that hybridization is strong when the parallel conformation conjugated with the metallic 

tubes, followed by the vertical, half vertical conformations, respectively. We illustrate in 

Figure 5.6 the characteristic features of the electronic structures of the semiconducting-

SWCNT wrapped with a trans-PmPV polymer. The distribution of the HOMO-derived 

band, in the occupied states, continuously increases starting from half-vertical, parallel, 

and then to all-vertical conformations after interacting with the semiconducting SWCNT 

(Figure 5.6). For the case of semiconducting SWCNTs, calculated charge densities for 

the homo-derived bands indicate that the hybridization is higher in the half-parallel and 

parallel conformations of PmPV compared to that of the all vertical conformations. 

 

Figure 5.6. Top panel: charge density plots of trans-PmPV with all vertical benzene rings 

(T), parallel benzene rings (P) and half vertical benzene rigs (H) around the metallic (8,8) 

SWNT. Bottom panel: Calculated electronic band structure for trans-PmPV, with 

metallic (8,8) SWCNT. 
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In summary, we performed a systematic modeling study that provides crucial 

insights into the selective interactions between SWCNTs and π-conjugated polymers. 

Since the diameter and chirality of the nanotubes dictate their mechanical properties as 

well as electrical conductivity, an in-depth understanding of the interactions between 

conjugated polymers and carbon nanotubes is of great importance. The study reveals that 

the cis- and trans-vinylene bond geometry plays an important role to influence the 

orientation of the polymer’s phenyl rings toward SWCNT. When PmPV is wrapping 

around an SWCNT, the optimum polymer-SWCNT interaction appears to be dependent 

on the molecular ability to adjust the orientation of phenyl ring, which is essential for 

achieving optimum interaction via adopting Y- or PD-interactions (listed in Figure 5.1). 

The approach thus shed light on the details of intermolecular interaction between PmPV 

and SWCNT, which can be employed to the novel π-conjugated polymers. Investigation 

of relevant structural and electronic properties is important for the development of 

nanotube based nanoelectronics and nanostructured composite.
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CHAPTER 6 

FILLED PENTAGONS AND ELECTRON COUNTING RULE FOR BORON 

FULLERENES 

 

6.0 Introduction 

In accordance to the “Aufbau principle” 67 stable boron conformations can be 

constructed from two basic building blocks: the pentagonal pyramid B6 and the 

hexagonal pyramid B7. The hexagonal B7 is the precursor for convex and quasi-planar 

boron clusters, and thus closely correlates to the α-BS and the associated boron 

nanotubes.55 The pentagonal B6 unit is an aromatic component that has attracted interest 

in planar boron clusters, such as B19.
 54 In this regard, we have studied a volleyball-

shaped B80 fullerene that is lower in energy than the previously assumed B80 buckyball.66 

Contrary to the core-shell structured B12@B68, it preserves the desired electronic 

properties as the boron counterpart of C60.
66 

A natural question arises as to whether there exists a “magic” boron fullerene in 

lieu of the latest developments.66,68,69,153 An important consequence of the stability for the 

B80 volleyball is that in addition to the hollow pentagon, hollow hexagon, and filled 

hexagon, 63 it is necessary to add the pentagon pyramid in the building blocks. 66 Herein 

we present a revised constructing scheme and demonstrate that the migration of capping 

atoms from hexagonal pyramids to pentagonal rings leads to highly stable boron
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fullerenes. Consequently, the electron counting rule is revisited by taking into account the 

effect of enhanced stability related to the B6 pentagonal pyramids. 

 

6.1 Method 

We have employed first-principles calculations based on local and semi-local 

density-functional approaches. For selecting structural conformations and geometry 

optimizations, gradient-corrected Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr (BLYP) parametrization 136,137  of 

the exchange−correlation was used along with double numerical (DN) basis set as 

implemented in the DMol3 package.72 The local density-functional calculation results 

were subsequently rectified through semi-local approach using Becke-3-Lee-Yang-Parr 

(B3LYP) for exchange−correlation functional,136,137 with 6-311G basis set as  

mplemented in the TeraChem package.154 The optimization of atomic positions was 

performed for local and semi-local calculations, which proceeded until the forces were 

less than 0.01 eV/Ǻ and the change in energy was less than 5 × 10−4eV. 

 

6.2 Results and Discussion 

It is instructive to examine the buckyball and volleyball structures of B80 as 

shown in Figure 6.1. The structure of the vibrational stable Th-B80(Th-A) 155 consists of 20 

filled hexagons and 12 empty pentagons.53 The filled hexagons are arranged in a 

snowdrop-like pattern as highlighted in Figure 6.1.53 The snow-drop constitutes a central 

hexagonal pyramid surrounded by three hexagonal pyramids and three “hollows” (hollow 

pentagons or hexagons). By contrast, the B80 volleyball can be viewed as the 12 outward 
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capping atoms migrating from hexagonal pyramids to the centers of 12 empty 

pentagons.66 We illustrate in Figure 6.1 the transition state between the buckyball and 

volleyball of B80 with an energy barrier ~ 39 eV and the 12 capping atoms are 

highlighted.  A transition state search employing a combination of LST/QST algorithms 

(implemented in DMol3 package) facilitates the evaluation of energy barriers. For 

transition state calculations, we started with the Th-A conformation of the buckyball B80 

and ended with the volleyball B80.  

 

 

Figure 6.1. Ball-and-stick representation of the optimized Th-A B80 buckyball and 

volleyball, along with the transition state between the two conformations and the α-boron 

sheet. Highlighted with green and purple are the snow-drop pattern and the migrating 

capping atoms, respectively. 
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It is worth noting that both ending configurations are (locally) stable as all the 

vibrational frequencies are real. An extrapolation of the two conformations with 10 

intermediate images constitutes the initial pathway. The energy barrier is calculated to be 

the energy difference between the transition state and the volleyball. The exchange 

between B6 and B7 pyramids leads to yet another route of generating a family of boron 

fullerenes. 

Carbon fullerenes consist of hexagons and 12 pentagons in conformity with 

Euler’s formula F −E+V = 2, where F, E, and V stand for the number of faces, edges, and 

vertices of the fullerene, respectively. The exactness of 12 pentagons is attributed to the 

fact that each edge is shared by two faces, each pentagon (hexagon) has 5 (6) edges, and 

each vertex is adjacent to three polygons. Let nP (nH) denote the number of pentagons 

(hexagons), so that F = nP+ nH, E = (5nP+ 6nH)/2, and V = (5nP+ 6nH)/3.  Therefore     

nP = 12. 

The isoelectronic requirement for carbon and boron fullerenes implies that the 

addition of more than 60 carbon atoms needs to be a multiple of 6 for the even number of 

carbon fullerenes and the trivalent boron, respectively. As a result, the counterpart of 

C60+6n isolated-pentagon fullerenes is B80+8n. The isoelectronic requirement is important 

for a closed-shelled electronic structure in that typical high-symmetry boron fullerenes 

are open-shelled in the absence of such a constraint. For snow-drop B80+8n fullerenes that 

constitute hexagonal pyramids in additional to pentagonal and hexagonal rings, it is 

straightforward to conclude that nP = 12, nH= n, and the number of filled hexagons (FHs) 

nFH= 20+2n, since each filled hexagon has 12 edges and 6 triangular faces. For snow-
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drop generated boron nanostructures, the total number of valence electrons, 240+24n, is 

twice the 120+12n triangles.63 It is worth noting that the snow- drop electron counting 

rule is applicable to α-BS as well. 

Encouraged by the improved stability of the B80 volleyball over the B80 

buckyball,66 herein we propose a filled pentagon model for boron fullerenes. Specifically, 

the filled-pentagon (FP) scheme amounts to moving 12 capping atoms from filled 

hexagons to pentagons, resulting in nP = 0, nH= 12 + n, nFH= 8 + 2n, and nFP = 12. 

Consequently, the revised electron counting rule yields more than 2 electrons per triangle, 

which is dependent on n but still converging to an α-BS value of 2 as n → ∞. 

Following the nomenclature, hereafter we refer to the filled-hexagon fullerenes as 

snow-drop fullerenes. 63,156 In contrast to the snow-drop model where the constructed 

boron fullerenes are of the same symmetry as the carbon fullerenes counterparts, the 

filled-pentagon fullerenes typically have lower symmetry. The lack of a unique migration 

path adds another wrinkle to the search for global minimum conformations of boron 

fullerenes. Owing to the large number of boron atoms involved and the complicated two- 

and three-center bonding patterns, the associated first-principles density-functional theory 

calculations are computationally demanding. Furthermore, owing to the extremely 

sensitive dependence upon the basis set and the exchange-correlation functional 

employed, it is necessary to carefully evaluate the local and non-local effects in ab- initio 

calculations. 

Shown in Figure 6.2 are the optimized structures of B96, B104, and B112, which are 

the isoelectronic counterparts of C72, C78, and C84, respectively. The snow-drop B96 
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fullerene has a round pillow shape with two hexagonal rings located at the D6d axis. The 

filled-pentagon B96 structure is formed by moving 12 of the 24 capping atoms to fill the 

12 pentagons, leaving 14 hollow hexagons. On the equator of D6d-B96, three alternating 

pairs of hexagons move the capping atoms to the centers of nearest-neighbor pentagons, 

while the two snow-drop structures near the D6d axis rotate to fill three empty pentagons 

each. The B104 counterpart of C78 has five isomers,156 and the snow-drop B104 is of D3h 

symmetry. Among various ways of migrating 12 capping atoms, we show in Figure 2.2 

two low-energy C2v conformations: one has empty hexagons around the equator, while 

the other has more isolated hexagonal rings. The construction of both conformations 

involves rotating two snow-drops and hexagonal pair migrations. 

 

 

Figure 6.2. Optimized structures of snow-drop (top panel) and filled-pentagon (bottom 

panel) fullerenes of B96, B104 (structure (I) and (II) 12 filled pentagon B104 isomers) , and 

B112, respectively. 
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The B112 fullerene consists of 32 hexagons and 12 pentagons.156 Among the 24 

isomers, we consider the counterpart of the C84 ground-state structure with D2 symmetry 

and an elliptical pillow shape.156 The D2 snow-drop B112 can be transformed to a C2 

filled-pentagon B112 through successful rotation of four snow-drops. An important 

criterion for structural stability is that the vibrational modes be all real. 

We have performed vibrational analysis for all the above conformations. While 

the vibrational stability of the filled-pentagons: B80, B96, and B104 is confirmed, there 

exists two imaginary modes for snow-drop D6d-B96, in analogous to that in Ih-B80.
155 The 

existence of imaginary frequency modes is attributed to the symmetry constraint of the 

calculation. A subsequent eigenmode following the analysis leads to a lower energy 

(~0.03 eV) and lower symmetry C2-B96 conformation that has all real vibrational 

frequencies. We list in Table 6.1 the calculated binding energies, the gap between the 

highest-occupied-molecular-orbital (HOMO) and the lowest-unoccupied-molecular-

orbital (LUMO), the symmetry of the fullerene, and the energy differences between the 

snow-drop and filled-pentagon models. As is readily observable from Table 6.1, the 

filled-pentagon fullerene is systematically lower in energy than the snow-drop 

counterpart. Furthermore, in contrast to the monotonic decrease of the snow-drop B80+8n 

with the increase of n, the filled-pentagon B80+8n shows the “magic” number of n = 2, 

corresponding to a filled-pentagon B96. Closer scrutiny of the structure of the filled-

pentagon B96 reveals that the enhanced stability of B96 correlates to the “isolated” empty 

hexagons or hexagon-pairs. 
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Table 6.1. Calculated Binding Energies (EB
I Binding Energy of Snow-Drop Model, EB

II 

Binding Energy of Filled-Pentagon Model in eV) Relative to Atomic Boron, HOMO-

LUMO Gap (Eg in eV), the Energy Difference (∆E in eV), and Symmetries (S) of 

Optimization of B80+8n Fullerene Structures Using Local (BLYP) and Semi-Local 

(B3LYP) Approaches 

 

n Method  Structure S EB
I(eV) Eg(eV) S EB

II(eV) Eg(eV) ΔE(eV) 

0 BLYP B80 Th-A -406.82 0.94 Th -409.53 0.18 2.73 

2 BLYP B96 C2 -490.48 0.64 D3 -494.86 0.27 4.38 

3 BLYP B104 D3h -532.83 0.59 C2v (I) -534.44 0.27 1.61 

3 BLYP     C2v (II) -536.05 0.20 3.22 

0 B3LYP B80 Th-A -453.85 1.87 Th -458.13 0.86 4.29 

2 B3LYP B96 C2 -548.08 1.36 D3 -553.48 0.93 5.40 

3 B3LYP B104 D3h -595.81 1.22 C2v (I) -598.73 0.79 2.93 

3 B3LYP     C2v (II) -598.93 0.91 3.12 

 

Whereas the snow-drop B80+8n gives rise to a large class of stable boron 

fullerenes, the filled-pentagon B80+8n leads to structures with improved stability. For n = 

0, the buckyball and volleyball B80 are the first members of the corresponding family. 

The α-BS is the n → ∞ analogue for both models. The construction of filled-pentagon 

cages amounts to transforming a pair of neighboring pentagon rings to filled pentagons, 

accompanied by the generation of a pair of adjacent hollow hexagons. An optimal 

arrangement of those building blocks allows the tuning of the charge transfer, which 

gives rise to an attractive fluxional behavior and improves the stability. In all the cases, 

the improvement of energy is remarkable, ranging from 3.1 eV for B104 to 5.4 eV for B96. 

The semi-local results are in good accordance with those of local density functional 
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approach results regarding the binding energy, while the correction to the HOMO-LUMO 

gap is substantial. As seen in Table 6.1, the rectified gap is about 0.7−0.9 eV for filled-

pentagon fullerenes. 

In conformity with the donor-acceptor hypothesis on α-BS,55 electron transfers in 

the  snow-drop B80+8n  can be classified as the capping atoms in the center of hexagonal 

pyramides as electron donors, while other atoms as acceptors.63 For the filled-pentagon 

model, the capping atoms of hexagonal and hexagonal pyramids stand for electron 

donors.66 Consequently, it is expected that uniformly distributed hollow hexagons are 

desired.66 Shown in Figure 6.3 are the extracted charge density distributions of HOMO 

and LUMO for the snow-drop and filled-pentagon B96, respectively. A distinctive feature 

of the charge density distribution of HOMO (LUMO) is evident by the increase of the π 

(π*) bonding in the filled-pentagon B96 as compared to that for the snow-drop B96. This is 

attributed to the redistribution of the bonding and antibonding patterns related to the 

capping of the pentagon rings.66 A few remarks are immediately in order. (i) Our results 

demonstrate that the filled pentagon model yields improvement in energy for a family of 

boron fullerenes, not limited to B80. The energy improvement is primarily attributed to 

the migration of the capping atoms from filled hexagons to pentagons and the bonding 

arrangements associated with the changes in aromaticity. 66,153 (ii) The filled-pentagon 

fullerenes prefer evenly distributed hollow hexagons with connection to the donor-

acceptor charge transfers. (iii) The stability of the filled-pentagon fullerenes is also 

manifested in the vibrational frequencies. 
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Figure 6.3. Isodensity surfaces (with an isovalue of 0.02 au) of HOMO and LUMO 

(LUMO(I) is the LUMO in B96 and LUMO(II) is the one level above the LUMO in B96) 

for (a) the snow-drop and (b) filled-pentagon models of B96, respectively. The positive 

and negative components are colored with blue and yellow, respectively. 

 

We depict in Figure 6.4 the motion of the highest vibrational mode for B96. The 

lowest vibrational modes are significantly softer than the counterparts of carbon 

fullerenes. 63,155 (iv) In contrast to the snow-drop building block, for filled-pentagon 

fullerenes, the basic unit is the adjacent pentagon-hexagon pyramids. (v) The main thrust 

of the present work is to assert that the filled-pentagon model is energetically preferred. 

To this end, we have systematically investigated a large set of snow-drop fullerenes and 

revealed the existence of a “magic” filled-pentagon B96. Notwithstanding this, there are 

still a variety of boron fullerenes that remain unexplored. Our results, nevertheless, 

illustrate that the intriguing bonding pattern of boron keeps bringing surprises. 
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Figure 6.4. The motions of the infrared-active vibrational mode of 1972 cm.−1 

 

In summary, we have described a filled-pentagon constructing scheme for a large 

family of stable boron fullerenes. The improved stability of the filled-pentagon fullerenes 

over the snow-drop ones is confirmed by intensive first-principles simulations. A revised 

empirical electron counting rule indicates that a slightly increased electron counting per 

triangle is energetically preferred, which is useful for seeking out stable boron 

nanostructures. These results shed important light on the improved stability of boron 

fullerenes in connection with the aromaticity. We hope that these results can promote 

experimental synthesis of boron fullerenes along with future applications.
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CHAPTER 7 

DISPERSION-CORRECTION IN BORON BUCKYBALL AND NANOTUBES 

 

7.0 Introduction 

Density-functional theory (DFT) calculations by Barual, Pederson and Zope 155 

indicated a vibrational instability of the Ih boron buckyball, and suggested a slightly 

puckered cage with tetrahedral (Th) symmetry as shown in Figure 7.1.155 Subsequent 

investigations 62,65,157-159 indicated that the atomic buckling is particularly sensitive to the 

basis set employed and the level of theory used in describing exchange-correlation 

effects. However, recent investigation by Szwacki and Tymczak 65 with the use of 

computationally intensive ab-initio calculations up to second order Moller-Plesset 

perturbation (MP2) theory reveals that the Ih boron buckyball is the lowest energy 

conformation owing to the crucial importance of correlation effects.65 

A natural question arises as to what is missing in the preceding DFT approach. 

Because the location of the capping atoms is closely connected to the charge transfer,65 a 

related question is whether the location impacts on the electronic properties. In view of 

the increasing amount of theoretical work devoted to boron nanomaterials, a clarification 

of this issue becomes timely and important. Herein, we report a dispersion-corrected DFT 

calculation study of boron buckyballs and the boron nanotubes. The dispersion-correction 

method, coupled to suitable DFT functional, has been demonstrated to account for
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the long-range dispersion forces with remarkable accuracy. Our work shows that the 

inclusion of dispersion has a significant effect on the energies and geometries of boron 

fullerenes and nanotubes. 

 

7.1 Method 

We have employed first-principles calculations based on density-functional theory 

(DFT) and dispersion-corrected DFT approaches. For preselecting structural 

conformations and geometry optimizations, gradient-corrected Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr 

(BLYP) 136, 137 and Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)81 parameterizations of the exchange 

correlation were used along with double numerical plus polarization (DNP) basis set as 

implemented in the DMol3 package.72 The local density-functional calculation results 

were subsequently rectified through the inclusion of dispersion-correction effects.82 The 

optimization of atomic positions was performed for all calculations, which proceeded 

until the forces were less than 0.01 eV/Å and the change in energy was less than 3 ×  10-4 

eV. 

 

7.2 Results and Discussion 

In order to gain insight into the structures of boron fullerenes, it is instructive to 

examine the B80 buckyball with Ih, Th-A, and Th-B symmetries as shown in Figure 7.1. 

All three structures of the B80 buckyball consist of 20 filled hexagons and 12 empty 

pentagons. The capping atoms are at the planar center of the hexagons for Ih-B80. By 

contrast, for the Th-A (Th-B) conformation, there are 8 (12) capping atoms inwards while 
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the other 12 (8) are directed outwards. It is worth mentioning that there exist theoretical 

investigations of glassy behavior of the boron fullerenes. 66,160 The glassy behavior is 

manifested of the fact that the migration between B6 (filled-pentagon) and B7 (filled-

hexagon) units67 can lead to low energy conformations. 66,160 The migration of the capping 

atom from the center of a hexagon to the center of a pentagon, 66,163 along with the 

inclusion of a B12 core structure,64 has been shown to yield improved structural stability. 

However, it is important to point out that those structures are separated from the 

buckyball conformations by large transition barriers.66 For this reason, along with the fact 

that there exist no conclusive results available for the corresponding high-level quantum 

chemistry calculations, we are primarily interested in the correlation effects on the locally 

stable buckyball conformations.  

 

 

Figure 7.1. Ball-and-stick representations of the three optimized B80 structures of Th-A, 

Th-B, and Ih, respectively. 
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Nevertheless, the stability of the B80 buckyball structures can be readily 

characterized by the vibrational stability analysis and the accurate MP2 results can be 

used as a standard for validations.65 Shown in Figure 7.1 are the three optimized 

buckyball structures (Th-A and Th-B using DFT, Ih using dispersion-corrected DFT). 

Consistent with previous DFT calculated results.62,65,69,157-159 There exists imaginary 

vibrational frequencies for Ih-B80 using either BLYP or PBE exchange-correlation 

functions.  

We illustrate in Figure 7.2 the corresponding eigenmodes of the two imaginary 

frequencies -57i and -19i (indicated by arrows in Figure 7.2) obtained from BLYP and 

PBE calculations, respectively. As can be seen from Figure 7.2, the eigenmode of the 

imaginary frequencies is predominantly attributed to the capping atoms, which indicates 

instability of the Ih structure against the lower symmetry ones. Following the imaginary 

eigenmodes, the slightly puckered Th-A has a lower energy of 10.3 meV than the Ih 

counterpart, with all positive vibrational frequencies. Th-B is also a locally stable 

conformation in that all the vibrational frequencies are positive, but the energy is slightly 

higher than that of Th-A.14 By way of contrast to the preceding DFT results,62,65,69,157-159 

with the inclusion of dispersion correction, all vibrational frequencies of Ih-B80 become 

positive. The energy order between Ih and Th conformations is reversed as well: the Ih 

structure (-483.3381 eV) is 4.4 meV lower in energy than Th-A (-483.3337 eV). 
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Figure 7.2. The eigenmotion of prototype unstable vibrational modes for B80-Ih using (a) 

PBE and (b) BLYP, and the highest infrared (c) and Raman-active (d) modes using 

dispersion-corrected PBE. 

 

Summarized in Figure 7.3 are the calculated vibrational density of state for Ih-B80. 

The contribution from imaginary modes are indicated by the peaks below 0 (cm-1). As 

can be readily observable from Figure 7.3, the inclusion of dispersion-correction removes 

the imaginary mode contributions from the PBE results. On the other hand, the 

vibrational DOS from BLYP is qualitatively different from those of PBE and dispersion-

corrected PBE. 
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Figure 7.3. Calculated vibrational density of state (DOS) for Ih-B80 using BLYP, PBE, 

and dispersion-corrected PBE, respectively. 

 

Our results are in very good agreement with those obtained from computational 

intensive MP2 calculations 65 in that the Ih-B80 is reinstalled as the lowest energy 

conformation among the buckyball structures. More importantly, our results clearly 

indicate that van der Waals (vdW) dispersion forces greatly impact on the geometry of 

capping atoms. As the attractive interaction between the capping atom and the six-

member boron ring is of dipole-dipole character, dispersion correction to the DFT 

approach is essential to effectively capture the corresponding vdW contributions. 

Encouraged by the dispersion-corrected DFT results for B80 buckyball, we are 

now in the position to examine the boron nanotubes.161 The study of boron nanotubes is 
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very important in light of the experimental verification for the existence of boron 

nanotabular structures.162 We constructed   two prototype boron   nanotubes (see Figure 

7. 4) from wrapping the α-boron sheet following the nomenclature of carbon nanotubes: 

the zigzag (9,0) and armchair (7,7) boron nanotubes. The constructed tubes are periodic 

and thus allow one to calculate the band structures. It is worth mentioning that we have 

examined various two-dimensional sheet conformations using dispersion-corrected PBE 

and confirmed the lowest energy status of the α-boron sheet. 

 

 

Figure 7.4. Top and side views of the optimized structures of boron nanotubes armchair 

(7,7) and zigzag (9,0) using DFT and dispersion-corrected DFT calculations. 

 

Depicted in Figure 7. 4 are the optimized structures of the zigzag (9,0) and 

armchair (7,7) nanotubes using PBE and dispersion-corrected PBE, respectively.  As seen 

from Figure 7.4, for the armchair (7,7) tube, the PBE calculation predicts a little bit 

elliptical shaped tube, while the dispersion-corrected PBE calculation yields a round 
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structure. For the zigzag (9,0), however, both types of calculations lead to a hexagonal 

tube with distinct locations of the capping atoms. The PBE optimized structure has 

puckered capping atoms (highlighted in Figure 7.4), while the dispersion-corrected PBE 

reasserts the non-puckered capping atom, which is located exactly in the center of the 

hexagon. Whereas the armchair boron nanotubes are free from the puckered capping 

atoms owing to the peculiar building units, the vdW interaction manifests itself in the 

distinct capping atom allocation for zigzag boron nanotubes with and without dispersion 

correction. 

An important ramification of the dispersion correction is the change of charge-

transfer behavior associated with the allocation of capping atoms. To further pursue this 

point, we show in Figure 7.5 the calculated band structures for the armchair (7,7) and 

zigzag (9,0) using PBE and dispersion-corrected PBE, respectively. As is readily 

observable from Figure 7.5 although the PBE and dispersion-corrected PBE optimized 

structures are quite different, the resultant electronic structures are quite similar. This is 

attributed to the fact that both conformations have analogous charge transfer behavior. 

For the zigzag (9,0) tube, the PBE calculation with puckered capping atoms results in a 

small gap semiconducting tube, which is to be contrasted with the dispersion-corrected 

PBE result of a metallic tube. This evidently demonstrates that the dispersion correction 

has a crucial impact on the electronic properties of the boron nanotubes. 
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Figure 7.5. Calculated band structures of zigzag (left panel) and armchair (right panel) 

boron nanotubes using DFT (a and c) and dispersion-corrected DFT (b and d), 

respectively. X=¼=a and L=¼=b, where a = 5.04 Å and b = 8.37 Å, respectively. 

 

A few remarks are immediately in order. (i) Both dispersion-corrected PBE82 and 

B3LYP154 affirm the vibrational stability of Ih-B80. The dispersion-corrected semi-local 

B3LYP method154 provides the rectification of the gap. However, the dispersion-

corrected B3LYP for periodic systems is not yet available to us. Consequently, in the 

present work we focus on the dispersion-corrected PBE only. (ii) The dispersion 

correction is important in the relative energy order of boron fullerenes 66,160 and core-shell 

structures as well.64 However, the energy ordering of the relevant structures depends also 

on the preceding level of exchange-correlation functions employed. Specifically, it is 

worth noting that the BLYP and PBE exchange-correlation functions lead to quite 

different energy ordering predictions, 60,160 which remain unsettled after the inclusion of 

dispersion corrections. A careful examination of the associated dispersion correction 

effects will be addressed in the future. (iii) The effect of dispersion correction in planar 
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structures, such as the α-boron sheet 55 and nanoribbons,56 is dormant because the planar 

conformations are not apparently associated with the buckling of capping atoms. 

In summary, we have presented calculated results based on long-range dispersion 

corrected DFT method 82 that is accurate and promising for accounting for the vdW 

contributions. The dispersion correlation effects are found to be essential for the correct 

description of the structure of hollow boron nanostructures. Our results validate the use of 

dispersion-corrected DFT for boron nanostructures, which provides useful means for 

studying boron nanomaterials.
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CHAPTER 8 

RELATIVE STABILITY OF BORON FULLERENES: A DISPERSION-CORRECTED 

DENSITY FUNCTIONAL STUDY 

 

8.0 Introduction 

A careful examination of the relative energy ordering of the B80 structures, reveals 

an unexpectedly strong dependence upon the exchange-correlation (XC) functional 57 

utilized in the calculations. Specially, with the use of gradient-corrected Becke-Lee-

Yang-Parr (BLYP) 72,82 method or the semi-local Becke-3-parameter-Lee-Yang-Parr 

(B3LYP) functional,72 a volleyball-structured B80 with Th symmetry is shown to be 

energetically lower than the core-shell structured B80 as well as the Ih-B80.
77 In contrast, 

the energy ordering is reversed in favor of the core-shell structured B80 where employing 

the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional.154,163 The reversed energy is about 4-8 eV 

as large, depending on the basis sets used in the calculations.68,77,159,162-164 In view of the 

increasing amount of theoretical works devoted to boron nanomaterials,68,77,159,162-164 a 

clarification of this discrepancy becomes timely and important. Herein, we report on the 

results from a dispersion-corrected DFT calculation study of boron fullerenes. The 

dispersion-correction method, coupled to a suitable DFT functional, has been 

demonstrated to account for the long-range dispersion forces with remarkable accuracy. 
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Our work shows that the inclusion of dispersion has a significant effect on the energies 

and geometries of boron fullerenes. 

 

8.1 Method 

We have employed first-principles calculations based on DFT and dispersion 

corrected DFT approaches.56,82 For preselecting structural conformations and geometry 

optimizations, BLYP and PBE parameterizations of exchange-correlation were used 

along with double numerical plus polarization (DNP) basis set as implemented in the 

DMol3 package.72 The optimization of atomic positions was performed for all 

calculations, which proceeded until the forces were less than 0.01 eV/Å and the change in 

energy was less than 3 × 10-4 eV. 

 

8.2 Results and Discussion  

Depicted in Figure 8.1 are optimized conformations of various B80, B96, and B100 

fullerenes.165 These high symmetry structures represent the characteristic configurations 

discussed in previous studies.60 Specifically, in addition to the Ih-B80, the D5d-B100 was 

identified as yet another low energy cage structure. By exploring the migration of 

capping atoms, 77,162-164 the 6PB80 and 12PB80 structures can be constructed, which are of 

D3d and Th symmetries, respectively. The former was recognized as the most stable 

structure for B80 fullerenes based on the PBE method163 whereas the latter was extracted 

from BLYP and B3LYP optimizations.77 The stability of the volleyball-shaped 12PB80 

promoted further investigations for larger fullerene sequences. 162,164 Consequently, the 
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filled-pentagon models of 12PB96 and 12PB100 were predicted to be energetically favorable 

over the empty pentagon counterparts. 162,164 

 

 

Figure 8.1. Optimized structures of B80 fullerenes with 0, 4 (4P), 6 (6P), 8 (8P), 12 (12P) 

filled pentagons, along with filled-hexagon (snow-drop) and filled-pentagon (12P) of B96 

and B100, respectively. 

 

The building block for the Ih-B80 and the α-boron sheet is the so-called snow-drop 

pattern164 that constitutes a central hexagonal pyramid surrounded by three hexagonal 

pyramids and three “hollows" (hollow pentagons or hexagons). 162,164 The migration of 

capping atoms from the centers of hexagons to those of pentagons can be facilitated by 

rotating the snow-drop unit; thereby including the pentagon pyramid in the building 

blocks. For instance, the 4PB80, 
8PB80, and 12PB80 can be constructed by rotating 2, 3, and 4 
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snow-drop blocks, which have D2d, D2h, and Th symmetries, respectively. The hollow-

pentagon; B96 is structurally similar to the C72 fullerene with 26 hexagons and 12 

pentagons; 24 extra boron atoms are located at the center of 24 hexagons to stabilize the 

B72 cage. The hollow-pentagon B96 is of D6d symmetry while the filled-pentagon B96 has 

D2d symmetry. B100 is the counterpart of C80 with 30 hexagons, 12 pentagons, and 20 

extra boron atoms at the center of 20 hexagons. Hollow and completely-filled-pentagon 

B100 has D5d and C2h symmetry, respectively. The resultant cages are locally stable 

structures in that all the vibrational frequencies are real.55,59,62,65,155,157,158 However, the 

potential energy landscape for boron clusters is very complex, which depends on the XC 

used in various global minimum search approaches. 159,163 

We summarize in Figure 8.2 the relative energy ordering of those fullerenes, 

along with the core-shell structured B80.
 68,159 Energies per boron atom were extracted 

with the use of BLYP, PBE, and dispersion-corrected PBE. 159 respectively. As seen from 

Figure 8.2, within the BLYP scheme, the completely-filled-pentagon conformations are 

lower in energy than the hollow-pentagon counterparts, in conformity with the previous 

results concerning B80, B96, and B100.
 165 It is worth noting that the inclusion of semi-local 

functional in the B3LYP approach 77,162 rectifies the gap between the LUMO and the 

highest-occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), while the relative energy order remains 

unchanged. 162 
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Figure 8.2. Calculated energies per boron atom E(eV) for the B80, B96, and B100 isomers 

using BLYP (bottom panel), PBE (middle panel), and dispersion-corrected PBE (top 

panel), respectively. 

 

In contrast, within the PBE scheme, the completely filled-pentagon conformations 

are no longer lower in energy than the hollow-pentagon counterparts. 37 Moreover, the Ih-

B80 buckyball is energetically favored over B100. With the exception of a partly-filled-

pentagon 6PB80 that represent the lowest energy isomer for the B80 fullerenes, the relative 

energy ordering concerning the core-shell structured B80, completely-filled-pentagon vs. 

hollow-pentagons, B80 vs. B100, is in sharp contrast to BLYP (B3LYP) 

redictions.77,162,164,165 For instance, comparing the energy between the core-shell 

structured B80 with respect to the volleyball-shaped 12PB80, the relative energy difference 

is -0.44, 4.62, 4.71 eV for BLYP, PBE, and dispersion-corrected PBE, respectively. A 

careful examination of the extracted energies for optimized conformations listed in 
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Figure 8.2 reveals that the BLYP (B3LYP) and PBE (PBE0 or revPBE) approaches yield 

distinct energy orderings, and the differences between the two types of schemes can be as 

large as ~ 0.6 eV. 

Such a discrepancy raises serious concerns on the reliability regarding the 

predicted stability of boron fullerenes and core-shell structured B80. A natural question 

arises as to whether one scheme is more trustworthy over the other. In this regard, it is 

worth noting that there is a strong dependence of the relative energy order on the XC 

functional. In view of the fact that both BLYP and PBE are GGA based DFT methods, 

the XC effects on the relative energy ordering are important even in these cases. In this 

regard, the following remarks are appropriate: (i) If the polarization function is not 

included in the calculation, the completely-filled-pentagon conformations are still 

energetically favored over the hollow-pentagon counterparts with the use of PBE 

functional. This is the case for results extracted from earlier versions of the GPU 

accelerated quantum chemistry code TeraChem 166 in which the polarization function was 

not available in the basis sets. However, the energy ordering may be reversed after the 

inclusion of polarization functions. (ii) There is particular interest with regard to the 

comparison of the relative stability between the core shell structure and the cage 

conformations with the same number of boron atoms. 68,77,159,162-164 Within the PBE or 

dispersion-corrected PBE, the core-shell structured B12@B68 becomes the lowest energy 

conformation for B80. This is in sharp contrast to the BLYP result, which predicts a 

volleyball structured B80, lower in energy than both the buckyball B80 and the core-shell 

structured CSB80 (I).
 159 Moreover, a B100 is the lowest BLYP (B3LYP) predicted energy 
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structure among the low-energy conformations. 165 (iii) Although the energy difference 

between Ih and Th-A of the B80 buckyball is merely about 4.4 meV, the relative stability 

has been intensively discussed among the quantum chemistry community, particularly 

with regard to the vibrational stability. 62,162 While the dispersion correction is important 

in resolving this issue, the large energy switching of about 8 eV among various B80 

conformations is far more dramatic. This demonstrates the intricate feature of bonding on 

the exchange-correlation functional used. (iv) A comparison between the BLYP and 

B3LYP semi-local calculations shows that there is no qualitative change in the energy 

ordering. In other words, BLYP and B3LYP yield the same energy ordering. PBE and 

PBE0 also yield the same energy ordering. 162 (v) During preparation of this thesis, we 

became aware of a related theoretical study by Li and co-workers on boron clusters; 167 

they obtained similar trends as ours for discrepancies between the BLYP and PBE XC 

functional. While the study is validated through the comparison with small boron 

clusters, our study here is focused on the effect of dispersion corrections. 

We are now in a position to discuss the effect of dispersion correction on the 

relative energy ordering of those boron fullerenes. It is worth pointing out that while 

there are distinct energy orderings for boron fullerenes, the dispersion-corrected B3LYP 

and dispersion-corrected PBE results yield the same energy trend. The dispersion 

correction to the BLYP (or B3LYP) is much larger than the dispersion-corrected PBE (or 

PBE0) counterparts (see Table 8.1). However, the dispersion correction to PBE is not 

negligible, as the relative energy differences can be as large as ~0.2 eV with the inclusion 

of dispersion forces. As seen from Figure 8.2, the dispersion-corrected PBE results 
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confirm that the core-shell structured B80 is lower in energy than the B80 fullerenes. Semi-

local calculations based on dispersion-corrected B3LYP (B3LYP-D) and PBE0 (PBE-D) 

using TeraChem 167 also confirms that the two core-shell structured B80, 
CSB80(I)16 and 

CSB80(II),17 are lower in energy than the B80 fullerene counterparts. On the other hand, if 

we focus on the various boron fullerenes, a filled-pentagon 12PB96 is an energetically 

preferred structure. 162,164 Since 6PB80 is the lowest energy B80 fullerene confirmation, 163 

we have constructed the 6PB96 counterpart that has C6V symmetry by moving six centered 

atoms from the hexagons to six empty pentagons. Analogous to 6PB80 that has 6 isolated 

empty pentagon-hexagon pairs, 6PB96 also contains 6 fused empty hexagon-pentagon 

pairs along with two isolated extra empty hexagons. The extracted binding energy of the 

optimized 6PB96 structure with BLYP, PBE and dispersion-corrected PBE is less 

favorable than either the empty-pentagon 0PB96 or filled-pentagon 12PB96, by 1.51 and 

3.22 eV, respectively. This implies that the aromaticity for models of B80 with empty-

pentagon (buckyball),52 filled-pentagon with fused empty hexagon pairs (volleyball), 158 

and the partially filled pentagon with fused empty pentagon-hexagon pairs 

(baseball),164,162 changes with the inclusion of empty hexagons for large fullerenes. 
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Table 8.1. Calculated Binding Energies EB (Relative to Atomic Boron), HOMO-LUMO 

Gap (Eg) of Optimized Isomers of B80 and B96 Fullerenes Using Semi-ocal (B3LYP), 

Dispersion-Corrected B3LYP (B3LYP-D), and Dispersion Corrected PBE0 (PBE-D) 

Respectively. The Calculation was Based on TeraChem and 6-311G* Basis Sets 

 

Structure  EB (eV)   Eg (eV)  

 B3LYP B3LYP-D PBE-D B3LYP B3LYP-D PBE-D 

B80 -5.936 -6.091 -6.631 1.83 1.87 1.87 

6PB80 -5.960 -6.111 -6.635 0.78 0.80 0.76 

12PB80 -5.956 -6.100 -6.610 0.85 0.86 1.02 

CSB80(I)
18 -5.951 -6.145 -6.690 1.08 1.10 1.28 

CSB80(II)
19 -5.966 -6.159 -6.702 0.95 0.95 1.11 

 

An important criterion for structural stability is that all vibrational frequencies are 

all real. 56,168 We have performed vibrational analysis for all the above-discussed 

conformations. We illustrate in Figure 8.3 the calculated vibrational spectra for the Ih-B80, 

D3d-
6PB80, and core-shell structured B80 (

CSB80), respectively. It is readily observed that 

the core-shell structured B80 virtually has no feature as the structure is of low symmetry. 

By contrast, the high symmetry structures of B80 exhibit distinct peaks. 
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Figure 8.3. Vibrational density of states calculated by means of dispersion-corrected PBE 

calculations for the Ih-B80 (top panel), D3d-
6PB80 (middle panel), and core-shell structured 

CS-B80 (bottom panel). 

 

In summary, we have examined various high symmetry cage-structured boron 

fullerenes and core-shell structured nanoclusters. Our results are in conformity with 

previous studies with regard to the relative stability, but reveal a strong dependence on 

the XC functional employed in the calculations. A detailed comparison with and without 

the inclusion of dispersion corrections indicates that the dispersion correction becomes 

crucial, particularly for BLYP or B3LYP type of XC functional.167 It is worth remarking 

that although for PBE or PBE0 the inclusion of dispersion correction yields nearly the 

same energy ordering (with only a few exceptions) as that obtained with the 
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 preceding DFT calculation, the dispersion correction plays an important role in the 

quantitative energy ordering as well as in the vibrational stability. Our systematic 

investigation of the relative stability of boron fullerene confirmations demonstrates that 

the dispersion-correction forces are particularly important for highly aromatic or anti-

aromatic systems. 56,167,168 
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSION 

In this dissertation, we have studied the structural and electronic properties of 

carbon-based and boron-based nano materials. We have studied the electronic 

characteristics of non-covalently functionalized graphene with HHTP-PBBA and NiPc-

PBBA. The noncovalent attachment of these COFs preserves the sp2 hybridization 

network of graphene. The planar COF networks self-assemble on graphene via the 

graphene-mediated complementary orbital interactions between the filled orbital of the 

center molecule and the empty orbital of the linker. The hybridization-induced charge 

delocalization of the charge donor and acceptor COF components results in a stable 

COF−graphene hybrid. 

Structural and electronic characteristics of covalently functionalized semi-

fluorinated graphene conformations were investigated. While the relative stability of 

various patterns follows the same energy order as the corresponding hydrogenated 

graphene counterparts, the partial ionic character of the C–F bond results in the orbital 

resonance of C–F σ-bonds with an sp2 network of graphene. Orbital resonance stabilizes 

the stirrup conformation via the gauche effect. Orbital resonance leads to additional 

delocalized electrons in the FEG. As a result, effective tailoring of electronic and 

ferromagnetic properties of FEG needs an improved understanding of the associated 

orbital resonance effect.
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Water soluble polymer P m PE p PE in which the meta- phenylene unit introduces 

a bent angle along the polymer backbone to facilitate the helical conformation. In 

aqueous, the polymer is found to disperse SWNTs with good selectivity toward the (6,5) 

and some selectivity toward (8,3) SWNTs which have the small diameters (d = 0.757 and 

0.782 nm, respectively). The intriguing selectivity is partly due to the helical 

conformation of polymer backbone, whose cavity size could act as pre-sort mechanism to 

select the tubes of small diameters. The SWNTs of similar diameters are further 

differentiated by interaction with the local phenyleneethynylene (PE) chromophores, 

whose assembly is guided by the helical conformation and assisted by the low rotational 

barrier of C≡C bonds. Selective dispersion of small diameter (6,5) SWNT illustrates that 

the synergistic effect of the quantum registry and the helical conformation cavity can be 

an effective tool to aid the SWNTs sorting. Clearly, the P m PE p PE 3 is superior to 

its vinylene analogue polymer 1 in terms of selective SWNT dispersion, as the 

paraphenylenevinylene unit in polymer 1 does not align parallel to SWNT surface for π –

π interaction. Integration of a size control mechanism (via polymer conformation 

here) with a suitable molecular interaction, therefore, could offer a promising 

strategy to achieve the isolation of a specific SWNT. 

We performed a systematic modeling study that provides crucial insights into the 

selective interactions between SWCNTs and π-conjugated polymers. Since the diameter 

and chirality of the nanotubes dictate their mechanical properties as well as electrical 

conductivity, an in-depth understanding of the interactions between conjugated polymers 

and carbon nanotubes is of great importance. The study reveals that the cis- and trans-
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vinylene bond geometry plays an important role to influence the orientation of the 

polymer’s phenyl rings toward SWCNT. When PmPV is wrapping around an SWCNT, 

the optimum polymer-SWCNT interaction appears to be dependent on the molecular 

ability to adjust the orientation of phenyl ring, which is essential for achieving optimum 

interaction via adopting Y- or PD-interactions.  The approach thus shed light on the 

details of intermolecular interaction between PmPV and SWCNT, which can be 

employed to the novel π-conjugated polymers. Investigation of relevant structural and 

electronic properties is important for the development of nanotube based nanoelectronics 

and nanostructured composites.  

The boron fullerenes counterparts of carbon nanotubes and fullerenes are under 

intensive experimental exploration. On the other hand, as we discussed in this thesis, an 

accurate characterization of the relative stability of this type of nano systems depends 

crucially on the inclusion of dispersive forces in the calculations. To achieve this goal, a 

semi-empirical method to incorporate dispersion correction was employed. Our results 

based on intensive search of pentagon-filled or hexagon-filled models along with the 

mixtures provide important insight into the intriguing nature of chemical bonding in 

boron fullerenes. 

A careful examination of the dispersion correction effect leads to the conclusion 

that the semi-empirical inclusion of long range van der Waals interactions is efficient in 

reproducing results based on highly accurate but computationally very demanding 

methods. As the boron nanomaterials are relevant to hydrogen storage novel structures, 

our investigation provides useful guidelines for future experimental studies.
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